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VO4.23, NO..18

Killed, Ten More
Wants $10,000 Damages
EQUITY DOCKET Six Men
REVIVA
FOR
L
Entombed in Burning. Debris,
Because He Says Farmer
GONE OVER
and Fifty Injured By Explosion
NEW CHURCH
Accused Him of Taking $11
Judge Reed Made Many
Orders Yesterday On
the Bench.

New York, Mety 22.—Six men were
killed, a dozen more are believed to
be doomed and- fifty other, more or
leh, injured today by an explosion in

the plant of the New York Glucose
cinpany at Shailweide, N J., opposite
this city.
The rescurers foun that .there were
twelve living men imprisoned in the
burning debris and made frantic efHON. JOHN , K. HENDRICK forts to rescue them.
Two were
taken- out fatally injured, and ,then
SITTING
SPECIAL
AS
the flames drove back the rescuirers,
JUDGE IN SUIT OF FRISand it appeared that the ten men
TOE VS. WOOD.

.MRS. LEIGH WANTS NEW TRIAL

Judge Lightfoot

Heard

Teadmony

Slight Attack
Of Blood Poison

Rev. T. 1. Owen allpulally
Methodist ---OPe
4 gig
ast Night

would be burned to death. Four
priests from neighboring churches offeted- prayers for the- dying when
hope of aiding the imprisoned meta
wns ahandoned.
It is believed that the explosion
was caused by a defect in one of
the steamer boilers.
A four-its:0i brick building, too by
feet, was completely wrecked,
and outbuildings torn to pieces.
There were soo men in the building WOMEN'S eHRISTIAN 'TEMPERit the time, an the wives and children
of those who 'live in the neighbor- , ANCE UNION MEETS TOhood were thrown into a panic.
MORROW AFTERNOON AT

AT THREE M.E.CHUCHES

200

Street Paving

i
Chicago, Ill., Mkay 23.--Contending
tective Moore Against
itharebeburdein of paving, maintaining,
COLONEL HENDRICK'S HAND and
City.
repairing
streets is one that
SWOLLEN CONSIDERproperly
should
be
supported by the
ABLY.
municipality and not by ;eulividual
Yesterday Judge'
iReed called sevproperty owners, Aledman Harkin
'
The opening sermon far the new
eral hundred tales Upon the 'equity
last
Hon.
John
night had passed by the council
Hendrick
is
K.
suffering
ettiodiat church on Guthrie avenue
docket in the circuit court, and Some
were continued, others submitted for (rem a slight attack of. blood poiton a reso abort- directing ene, couirifittle wee breached last evening by Rev. T.
adjudication, others had orders made in his left hand which he 'keeps en- on spacial assessments and geherai J. ()Wen, pastor of.the congrention,
in them, and some disposition made cased in a tight glove. He had a taxation to devise some means for to an overflowing house. The New
in every proceeding. Today he will pigipk Upon -his hand and it was creating a taxation fund for the care edike is quite cozy and roomy for
This oi the city's streets. -The resolution the suberban mission needs, and a
-commence hearing the actions sub- scratched off several times.
seemed to develop a slight attack of stated that the wear on paved and strong diacc(ureg was heard by the
mitted to him.
Yesterday a motion was filed for blood poisoning, but it does nor improved streets jg caused by the congtegatieet on 'The Condition of
general public rather than by the SaltrAion." In opening the church MR. MILTON INGRAM, THE WELL
a new trial of the suit. of Effie Leigh bother him much.
KNOWN HOUSE-BUILDER.
abutting property owners who now Rev. -Owen starts a protracted meetagainst the Citizen's Savings bank,
IN FIT OF TE*F'ORARY INSANITY, COMMITS SUICIDE AT
pay the cost of the improvements ing, end
Fire Department Man Hurt.
the motion being made by the
preach -there every day
AN EAR.14, WHIR YESTERDAY MORNING.
and that therefore the cost of all at 3 O'clock in the afternoon
plaintiff, who lost the litigation on
and at
Stationman Otto Hamilton of fire street improvements should be borne
trial last week. 'Site claims she has department
7:45 o'clock of even/hes. Tonight his
No. 1, started across the by the municiaplity.
paid off a $a.000 note executed the
subjegt will be "The Origin of Sin,
C. & St. L. railroad tracks on
The city was shocked yesterday to hold the inquest, the following
As the charter convention will
bank for borrowed money, and de- South
'Sixth, yesterday at' noon, when meet soon to consider various re- Its. Effett and Its Cure, Chemically on learning that shortly before 7 verdict being rendered: spite paying it off, the bank will not
an appraching train bore down on forms and enlargements of the pres- Illustrated." He extends a cordial o'clock in the morning, Mr. Milton
"We, the jurors, erepaneled and
release the mortgage on her properhim, and he not having time to ,atop ent form of the city's government, invitation to everybody to come out H. Ingram committed suicide by duly sworn to investigate into
the
ty. The bank claims otherwise.
and get off, turned his wheel intoithe Alderman Harkin in .his resolution to the meetings, where especially fine shooting himself through the bear; oath of Milt Ingram, find after
makThere was submitted to the judge
music
being
is
supervised
Rey.
by
gutter, where he plunged, being urged the special assesment commitin his bedroom at the bogie, -431 ing ievestigation of all evidence and
the suit of Pete Stanley against
thrown off with force sufficient to tee to make a report as early as pos- Prayther, the singing evangelist of Trimble street. He was one of the afterlyiewing the body, that he
came
Frank Wilcox. Plaintiff is the formMadisonville, Ky.
badly bruise—his body, while the sible.
best known and popular gentlemen to his death by a ball .from,f
er sheriff of this county, and paid to
38
1)t wheel was bent and damaged.
/There is nol doubt the present
of this community, enjoyed good tol.fired by his own haaff daring
the state and county, the taxes WilTrimble Street Methodist.
taxation for street immethod
of
health,
was
in excellent *neat* temporary aberration of mind.
cox owed on his property. Wilcox
provements is antiquated end that
Jones Out Again.
The protracted meals* atarted staudiug, and a very temperate and
then refused to pay Stanley, so the
Chicago should
devise a method Stinriay at the Trimble street Metho- moral man, therefore his tragic tad "W. S. Minniel, S. T. Randle,
latter claims, and therefore suit is
W. D.
Mr. George W. Jones, is able to be whekby the general citizenship pays
dist church is daily; growing in in- is attributed to brooding over the
Hunt, George C. Bauer, C. F. Milbrought for enforced collection of out, after a several weeks confine
the cost of these improvements," saiA, terest and attendance, and that pi:u- sudden death of his wife who ex ler, W. W. Pope.'
the amount.
ment, as result of being thrown on Alderman 'Harkin. "Property owner
tile!' of the community bids lair to piled two years age one naisening
Mr. Ingram was born in rrinceton,
A continuance was granted the his head while alighting from a car
of Chicago have been subjected to become deeply enthused within asfew early, of heart trouble. His friends Ky., November
slit of Emery. against Ferriman.
3tat, 1847, and came
at Ninth and Clark streets. He lay repeated special assessments for pay
nghte
were deeply shocked by his self de- here shortly before-the war, afterThe appellate court mandate was abed unconscious a whole .week, but ing and repaving, which has
been
The preaching is being done by struction, which delolittess occurred wards marrying Miss Emily Jordan,
filed in the suit of Johnnie Smith is now all right.
tercespitated not by then-selves but by Rey. R. E. Bassfield, of Barlow, who while laboring under temporary
Men- of Mt. Vernon, Ind., who suddenly
administrator, against the Illinois
the general public and it is time the is assisting Pastor
W. W. Armstrong. tal aberration.
died two years ago. They had no
Central
wa.
Plaintiff
railroad.
Lad Fell OH Porch.
cost of paving should be placed where esterday, usorning
at ce o'clock the
killed three .years ago during the
Two years ago heresoled At 502 children, and he is survived by four
it belongs, on the general public
Joe the 10-year-old-son of Mr. believe the cornmittee on special as- foenier delivered a sermon on "The Trimble street with his wife, they brothers and one sister, Mts. Fred
Dawson Springs disaster, and the
estate sued for $3e.noo damages. Joseph Lay of just beyond Mechan- segments can devise a plan whereby Tatent" while last evening his topic having no children.
One morning Hoyer, wife of the building superinicsburg, yesterday morning fell from we can create a general street im- was "Demoniac,"
but lost in both courts.
early he was awakened by his wife tendent of the pabLic schools; Con-the porch on his head, rendering him provement fund out of which streets
calling !outlier for him, and by time tractor George Ingram, former presie
Third Street Mthodist.
uncenscious. and e-eat'ng a painful can be repaved, repaired and mainSpeolid Judge.
he could rush to her side, she dent of the councilnianic board, Mr.
Yesterday
Watts
afternoon
i----ry.
Rev.
tained."
breathed her last, deeth.beiog caused Walter Ingram, the carpenter, all of
'Hon. John K. Hendrick was' Sitdid not use any special subject for by heart trouble.. They
Were 'unus- this city, and Mr. -Oven Ingram, the
ting in the circuit court yesterday a‘
his preaching, but remarked in gen- ually devoted to each other, antl,Mr. cigarmaker of St. Louie, and Mr.
special judge in the suit of J. W
tral.upon religious work. In the Ingram never
got over grieving'...oll Lionel Ingram, the stone cutter of
Fristoe against R. R. Wood. Propevening he spoke of "The Prodigal account of her death,
he often4. re- Brookhaven, Miss. We was a Namerty had been ordered sold in the
Son" There were three conversioei marking that he wished'he
waila the ber of the Cumberland Presbyterian
Face case, and Robert Shemwell
last n/ght, and two new additions to cemetery lying dead by her
side,,;r1 congregation.
bought it in, but it afterwards dethe church congregation.
The deceased has been a house
order tc be with her.
veloped that this seine 'strip of
following is the program Illae W. Some months
builder
all his life, except for one
built
another
ago
lie
ground had been areelously bought
C. T. U: Mothers' ia Pitit4tio home just across Fifth street on year's time six years ago; when he
in at state auditorti delinquent tax
chureh tomornew ifternbon et four Trimble, and was residing
there with engaged in the uneertaking business
isle, by a man named Wyman, of SHERIFF JOHN W. OCiILVIE AND DEPUTIES ARE MAKING NO- o'clock.
Mt. and Mrs. Cellus Roark, former on South Third near Broadway, with
TATION OF THEM AS THEY GO OVER THE DOCUMENTS
Louisville. The special judge has
Defotional exercises conducted by the leatherworker and
embalmer. Mr. Guy Nance. He was a. man
not yet completes the action.
FIGURING UP TAXES, AND WILL AFTERWARDS ASK FIS- the president.
Recently Mr. Ingram has been more standing well with everybodS, and
owned considerable property around
Response to roll call, Scriptural morose and disheartened than
CAL COURT AND STATE AUDITOR FOR CORRECTIONS.
usual,
Sued For Di4or4.
-selections relating to kindness.
and last week remarked to Mr. Roark the city, lie maintained at his home a
Scott Woolfolk filed Veit in the
Riographical sketch of Dr. Mary that when he died he _ wanted the small shop, just enough to keep his
.circuit court yesterday against Allie
•Woolfolk for divorce. They married
Shcsiff John Ogilvie is at present high enough fur taxation purposes. Wood Allen, national superintendent Odd Fcows to bury him, and the time engaged with whatever conin this state May tste too, and she held at work making out the tax Finishing this, ttie county board, of social .purity, by Mts. T. M. Paducah Undertaking establishment tracts he desired to take. He was
Nance.
left him October of the same year.
to handle his remains. He was a a member of the Odd Fellows, wh•
bills against the different people turns the book over to the county
Rece,ipt
a
Bad
Mrs.
for
A
Boy
by
man of regular habits and seldom left will have charge of the obsequies.
cierk, who sends the totals to the
owning property in this city and
This afternoon at tjci o'clock the
Crouse.
home
Evidence Heard.
after supper. He did not get
state board of equalizaion which de'Children and Aniusils, by Mrs. home until 4 o'clock yesterday morn- funeral serviices will be conducted at
Judge Lightfbot yesterday heard county, and on which they pay coun- cides whether the
recapitulation
-the evidence in the suit of former
ing, though, and must have been the residence, followed with interthehier saried.any
terd
ureay
e should be raised a certain percent- Julia Miles.
thatau
hd
from "Arherican Mother- walking the streets in his grief and ment in Mt. Kenton cemetery. Rev.
.city detective T. J. Moore against was finding numerous errors in the age. The clerk also furnishes the r • Clippings
n
the city of Paducah, which litigation copy of the county assessor's book sheriff with a copy of the assessor's 'hood, the official cirgan of the de- lonesomeness:. He awoke Mr. Roark T. J. Newell of the Broadway
is a test action to decide whether furnished him, showing the names of book in order that he can see what parttnent of mothers' meetings, by and wife on entering, and they heard Methodist church witl officiate,
-the .city legislatots had s eight to o
fig
erse,s.theYes
him retire. Shortly before 7 o'clock
tYwntax
every piece of peoperty ieeyalued at different members.
n ividualay in -Child:et
-lc-1y
rt. yesterday morning Mr. Roark heard
Tsconttn tie tb-i- services of the sleuth. personal property is assessed p and and then compute the rate
of
of him walking in his bedroom, and
until the end of this year, he claim- also the total of the combined as- taxation, which shows how much Pearl Norvell. superintendent
ing they have not while they con- sessments.
entered, to find to his surprise, Mr.
each owner owes the county and mothers'- meetings.
A special invitation is extended to Ingram seated on the bedside with
tend their action of abolishing his
Where the realty assessment and state. The sheriff has no right to
office in Marsh was right.
the personalty is dded into a total change the figures, and when mis- all who are interested in the training his revolver in his hand. The un1 he is finding most of the errors, and takes are found they arc noted, and and highest development of children. tenet remarks of Mr. Ingrem recentYesterday afternoon the Frank M.
,,..0........,
County Clerk's Office.
as he detects one, notation of it is will be laid before the county and
ly had made Mr. Roark auspicioue,
Ferriman
cigar establishment at 31£
Cumberland
Presbyterian.
Guy,
Nance, the undertaker, has made upon a eeparate book. When. county authorities for alteration
and surmising the other meant suiBroadway
Cumberland
Eshmaft
was closed on a suit beof
.the
Rev.
oualiAed as administrator of the he finishes going over the entire list,
It cannot be told who made the
cide, Mr. Roak asked him to giveJ. P. Bell estate.
lie will then appear before the fiscal mistakea, whether the county' asses- Presbyterian church is expected to up the revolver. .In a very cool, de- ing feed against thee- propietor by
Martha Marshall has sold to A. G. court. which meets next month, and sor himself, the board of supervisors return tomorrOfy from Decatur, Ill , liberate and calculative manner,. Mr. Wahl brothers, owners of the build
'Gilbert for $1,841.66, property Is the request that the m:stakes he cor- or the county clerk in copying off where he has been attending the gen- Ingram replied "No, I guess I will ing, for rent claime
due from the oc.ccunty.
rected, in order that no more nor the list, therefore chi sheriff will eral confereace of this denomination, just end it all • now," and at this
cimant.
The clerk issued a mu5rgtge license no less than the right amount of simply point out the errors .to the which gathering started the first of placed the gun over his heart. Such
The closing of the establishment
-to John Ford, aged as 4110 IParthene taxes shall be collected from each state authorities for alteration.
last week.
fright overcame Mr. Roark that he has no effect upon the
newspaper
Vaughan. aged 26 of till? biti. They property owner. The fiscal court can
Rev. Newell Returns.
Sheriff Ogilivie does not want to
rushed from the room just as the business of Mr. John Walhelm, who
Newell
are clored.
and son will re- weapon was discharged and sent the
cerrect insofar as the county _taxes take the risk of causing a multiRev. T. J.
maintained headquarters in the Ferare concerned, while the state audi- plicity of trouble like -that which ex- turn today from McKenzie, Tenn., fatal bullet crashing through the riman
store.' He and Mr. Perelman
Alleged Bootlegger.
tor and state board of equalization isted when Mr. Lee Potter was Memphis and Birmingham, Ala., hav- heart. Mr. Roark and wife rushed etareedl
the cigar store several years
R. L. Allison was brought here yes- only' have this authority to correct sheriff, on account of the books be- ing plopped over It t4te former places, from the hbuse, greatly
scared ago, andearr. Walhelm kept his newt
terday from Mayfield by Deputy,
ing filled fah errors When furnished aftet leaving Birmingham last week. "Aunt" MargneriteTyler, an aged. headquarters there, but
e state taxes.
a year since
Gardner who set his preliminary trial
e cOaney assessor values all the latter- last year.
Big Oathertng.
Mr. Pot?ier
colored woman residing across the sold his Interest in the cigar busiInfermation'from Murray yesterday street, 'heard the noise, and rushing sens to Mr. Ferriman, who
for June 9th, and then released Alli- property for county and 'stare taxes finally straightened things *out tolhe
conducted
son on bond. He is accused- of sell- (tering the last of a year, and then utmost matisfaction of,everybody, but as that the antendance was unusual- over, entered the bedroom whet that , while by
himself M. Wilhelm
ing liquor without a license.
the first of the ensuing year his as- it took Much time and labor to fine
large, participating in the South- Mr. Ingram was gasping ble last continued using for his newspaper
sessments are placed before the the mistakes, and Sheriff Ogilvie is west Kentucky Christian church Sun- breath.
interests, part of the store that
Mrs. Diana Kearney, who lived county board of supervisers, which figuring them out as he goes along, day school alsoilation bind missionDoctors were hurriedly etimmoned, leased by Mr. Ferriman
Mr. Wil...ee before the war, died several days body determines whether the prop- so the corrections can be made be- ary convention. The session is prov- but he was beyond human aid, and helm has arranged for another
erties of each individual , are valued fore collection of taxes starts.
ago at Cape May.
one of huge interest.
Coroner Frank Eaker was then celled cation for his beinness.
sing
•
in the Suit

of

Former

De-

4t

•••

41

.1

4

▪
Hon. Hal- S. -Cerbete; the.attotney, yesterday- filed in the cir* cuit court for E. B. Woodward, a suit for $1o,000 damages against
t S. J. Rillington. the well 1-nown and well-to-do farmer of
the
• Grakaies.::,
. _ .
e.
a:s ground
* 'for action 'upon the charge that Billington made the temark that
• "That fellow Woodward entered my house and stole $11 from
• me.
•
Woodward now res'cles in Rowiandtown, but at the time of
• this alleged assertion, November 8th, ispoe, was making his home
• in the Maxon Mill section of the county. He was engaged in the
• business of taking orders for pictures, and took one from the wife
• of Billington. November 8th he says he cheat to ferahainville to
• deliver the picture of Billington, but the latter was not at home at
• the time. Later that afternoon he returned there and alleges
BAPTIST CHURCH.
* Billington
intersepted
him
claiming
that' he,
Wood'ward, had
entered
his
home while - they were all away
• and stole the $11. WIlington took charge of Wiodward
and
,Rev. Eshman Eapected Home To- * searched him, but finding no money on his person,. released .the
.•. young man who is only about twenty-five years of age and has alsOurrow From General C.P.
* ways borne a good reputation. He claims that Bina:iron after- Conference it Elem.
* wards made the assertion, accusing him of being 'a thief, and that
this injured his reputation.
tar. Ill.
eople.
•1
•
* *

Weary of Life Grieving Over Lou
of Beloved Wife,Promiment
Man Sends Bullet Through Heart

rfinNBER oF ERRoRs FouND
IN PROPERTY ASSESSMENT

--a

4

Store CFo-sea
On Rent Claim

forte

f

a

waS

•

5
.

'•

•

•
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HOSPITAL
DIRECTORS
DR. H. P. SIGHTS WILL QUALIFY TODAY AND ASSUME
DUTIES.

For Delicate Stomachs

"MIKADO"--Japan's Finest Goods

Japan's finest
Needlework

there is nothing better than this strengthgiving, predigested liquid-food—
otiesUSE R-BUscirs

Mayor Yeiser Will Call the Directors
Together Shortly to Consider

AtoPrices to Delight Everyone

Matters.

The most delicate stomach will accept
and retain Malt-Nutrine after all other
liquid or solid foods have been refused.
It is of great value to dyspeptics and to
convalescents aftcr severe illness.

Dr. H. 1'. Sights, the newly electel
member of the board of directors for
Riverside hospital, did not qualify
yesterday and enter upon the duites
ot the position, but stated he would
do so today. He will have City Clerk
Henry Bailey to swear him in, and
will- then ?commence -participating . in.
Sold by all Druggists and Grocers.
the direction of the institution. At
present he is a member of the city
Prepared by
board of bealth, and yesterday said
be had not had the matter looked inAnheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
to by the city solicitor, but did not
St. Louise U.S. A.
think he would have to resign his
now
health,
place on the board of
that he 's a director of the hospital
also.
The laws are that one person cannot hold two public offices at the
Event No. 7—Record trials by Barsame time, but it may be that inasney ()Wield driving his Peerless
much as neither of these places have
Green Dragon and other professional
any\sa,lary attached to them, there
dr'vers. Prize, the Muir trophy \of
will be no confliction by the same
solid gold, value $500 if the world's
physician filling them both.
circular track record,
fifty-thres
Mayor Yeiser will call the board
seconds, held by Barney Oldfield, it
tcgether shortly, as they have not
broken or equalled.
held a meeting now for several CHAIRMAN HANK WILL HAVE OLDIPIELD TO RACE AGAINST
•
Months, and there are a number of
INTEREST SHOWN
PAUL ALBERT, FAMOUS
THEM COMPLETE THIS
questions before them for action
IN THE RATE BILL
FRENCH DRIVER.
WEEK.
One is to re-organize, as the election
of the two physicians to the board,
Washington, May 22—W ithou t the
cne to succeed himself and the other
a new one, necessitates . the com- There Are Not Enough Offices in Said Gold Trophy Valued at $750 f.intest show of interest by member!.
of 'the house or the galleries, the
mittees being revised, and other
to Winner of Blue Grass
Present Building and Mr. Hank
child of the house, the railroad rate
changes • effected.
bill, came back to that body today
Sweepstakes.
Advocates Entargement
f.-om the senate, somewhat di,figured
but still recognizable. The bill went
the speaker's cable.
to
Lexington
The
Club',
Automobile
Chairman Harry Hank, of the
Chairman Hepburn, of the house
public improvement committee from big meet occurs today. The Herald,
committee on interstate and foreign
the aldermanie body that has in speaking of the event says in part:
commerce, has called an uifurmal
racing
sommittee
The
announced
-painting,
recharge the work of re
meeting to consider bill. This is ire
papering and putting the inside of that Paul Albert, a noted French
accordance with the plan announced
auto
'wh'o
driver
'is
a
protege-of
W.
the city hall in first class condition,
Saturday that when the b.:I reaches
SECRETARY
FOR yesterday expressed himself as be- K. Vanderbilt, will race at the meet the house it will be allowed to tic
BECOMES
against
Mr.
Oldfield.
Albert.
Mr.
lieving the entire work would be
THE BOY'S DEPARTMENT
en the speaker's table trail some
completed by the last of this week. while not so well known as Mr. OldOF Y. M. C. A.
program has been outlined for its
field,
is
a•
winner
of
many
races
in
Only one or two rooms are yet to las
consideration. As the measure was
fixed,, when everything is finished France and Germany, and has recent'
best ly come to America to. tackle the reported by the unanimous vote of
One of the Most Forceful and Ener- and the interior will be in the
the Hepburn committee, these mem
building
this championship.
shape
in
public
of
any
getic Workers Ever AdvocatThere
was
a
good
deal of enthusi- bens, regardless of party alignment,
city.
ing. the Cause.
be called into the conference.
Alderman Hank is a strong advo- asm at the meeting and its success
As
yet there is no indication that
is
assured
from the personnel of the
cate of constructing a new city hall
the measure will be accepted as the
building, as the city is growing so committee and the officers of the
senate passed it. That is ill be one
The first of next month Mr. Blake
rapidly, and so many new public meet. The etents are so arranged
of the considerations of the conferGodfrey, now of Louisville, goes to
offices created as U advances from that any machine in Lexington or
ence tonight. The judgn fon is that
Dayton, Ohio, to accept the position one
class to the next highest, that Central Kentucky, and,'. in several inthe house will be asked to disagree
of secretary and director for the
sAances,
machines
from
Cincinnati
becoming
entirely
the building is
Young
to the senate amendme,its, with a
boy's department of -the
too small, and there is not enough and IAniisville will be eligible.
request of the latter bud) for a conMen's Christian association of that
The
races
arranged
by
the
cornoffice rooms in it for accomodation of
ference.
city. The association is one of the
officeholders. As it is now, the mittee are from one mile to fifty.
largest in the United States, and con- the
attorney,. city solicitor, city The Kentucky Endurance Derby of
city
tinuing its course of procuring the
PARK COMMISSION.
Jailer
and several others have no fifty miles, Aid them, plue Grass
best men in the country. They have
sweepstake's,
open
to
ib/
world,
will
without doubt acquired an able and offices for themselves, while there is be among the most interesting fea- Meeting Was Not Held Yesterday
progressive addition in securing the not room enough for the mayor and tures, save the record trial to he
On Account of Ahsence
police chief to each have a private
services of Mr. Godfrey who is of
of Mr. Reed
made
by
Mr.
Oldfield.
The
office.
city
auditor and city
that character that never lets a spare
moment stay upon his hands, but is treasurer have to double up and oc
It was intended by rresident D.
Solid Gild Trophy,
always working day and night for cupy the same quarters while the
C.
Murrell to have the public park
W..
T.
Muir,
one
of the most darbetterment of whatever he applies city engineer and street inspector ing and noted drivers in the south, commission meet 'yesterday afterhave to keep headquarters in the
himself to.
has offered a solid gold trophy, val- noon at the .Office of Ali. !tarry C.
Rhodes, of the
Mr. Godfrey was secretary of the city hall annex, that is the double• ued at $750, to the winner
RI' des-Burford
bf the
establishment
Y. M C A. here for a year or so tenement brick resihence building.
on
Nei- 1
Fourth
Blue
Grass sweepstakes, which is at
Mr.
Hank
thinks
another
story
street, but it developing that one of
arid when the organization went out
a
distance
five
of
miles.
Another
•
of existence the first of last year, he should go on the present building, or trophy offered by Mr. Muir is valued the members, Mr. Chart, Reed, was
• returned to Louisville to resume his a new wing erected out ovet where at $500 provided the world's, circular oat of the city
tht•
president
old place upon the staff of the state the patrol wagon house now stands, track record of 53 seconds, which is postponed the gathering until he
as
in
this
way
only
will be provided
organization, where he has since
held, by Mr. Oldfield, is' broken or comes back. At that tinie a number
ample accommodations of all.
of questions will be before the body
been laboring in different parts of
equa led.
•
to be considered.
Kentucky. Of late he has been in
Louisville altogether, but now accepts
List of Events.
Special Rates to Nashville, Tenn.
the place profferred him at Diyton.,
Event
No.
1—"Kentucky EndurSpecial Rates to Nashville, Tenn.
and is at present arranging for sevance Derby"—Fifty miles, open to via Nashville,
Chattanooga dr St
ci
of his connection with the
fully equipped toring cars.
Louis Railway, Moy 20th to 26th
Kentucky associations, which lose:
OPENS
Event No.'2—Three miles, open 5.1 1936, account J. W. Thomas MemoriSATURDAY
AT
416
one of the best men, recognized far
mntorcylles.
al Festival.
BROADWAY.
and wide for the indefatigable manEvent No. 3—Three miles. open In
$5.25 for round trip which includes
ner in which he labored for the good
fully equipped cars listing $t,000 and one admission to auditorium.
Cense.
under.
W. L. DANLEY, G. P. A.
The Dayton association has a Will Temporarily Show Moving PicEvent No. 4—Three miles, open to
Nashville, Tenn.
meffibership of 2,140, while for the
cars listing $1,000 to $2,000. ,
tures and Illustrated Songs,
present year a budget of $35,000 has
Event No 5—Five miles free-for-all
FOR SALE
Later% Will Be Turned into
been arranged to maintain the inopen to all cars except racing maOne large bell; fifty cork life
stitution. The directors a few night,
Summer Vaudeville.
chilies. Stripped or equipped.
preservers, entirely new; three steam
ago set aside $2,500 for a new
Event -No. 6—Five miles, "The whistles, different sizes; block and
along the Stillwater forboatse use
Blue Grass Sweepstakes," open to tackle of all kinds, and two yawls.
of the members, while $2,500 was set
On or abort May 26th, the Edison the world. Prize, the Muir trophy Inquire of
aside for the gymnasium to be conElectric theatre, which will occupy of solid gold. Value $750.
FRANK WAGONER.
structed for t h f. fifty's 4,..pariamn,t
litu Campbell building, 426 Broadway,
over which Mr. Godfrey presides.
will be opened to the public. This
004111•1••••••
GUY NANCE,
He has many friends here who theatre will give
daily performances
M. NANCE.
wish for him in his new field the at 8 and 9:3o
Manager.
in the evening, with
Embalmer
success that has always climaxed his matinee on Wlecinesday
and Saturday.
efforts wherever he has labored for
The Show temporarily will consist
the association. He took hold of the of moving pictures and
illustrated
organixation here, and with assist- songs, comprising the very latest' proance of the ladies, kept it going for ductions of both. There will be three
PRIVATE A MBULANCE
a year after the men had given up, illustrated songs at each performance,
for Sick and Injured Only.
lir Ir.
type and abandoned the project.
with a weedy change of program,
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Miss Z1112 Foy Fox, well and favoraOPEN
DAY
AND
ble known throughout the east, will
NIGHT.
OLD PHONE 60..
Evening.
NEW PHONE 334.
sing.
PAIMC,AH, KY.
The day spreads out for flight, its
A little later in the season the thelovely wings,
ater will be opened for high class
And o'er the fields their golden fmily yaw& vine.
shadows race
Mr. Leon Loeb, who will have acLike sudden smile across an aged tive management of the theatre, has
face;
had a wide and successful experience
It seems to be pretty well unde rstood that if you don't find
The white throat in the brooding in the management of vaudeville thewhat you want in new books, I ate
music or fine rationery on
silence piing
aters, and is a member of the WestBroadyay you can always find it at
The grilling prelude to a minor ern Vandville Managers association,
•••
Strain.
which will place him on the cirDark etchings stand the ragged pur- cuit
which controls about oo per
ple hills
Just So. Why not call on us at first and
cant of high class vaudeville houses
save time, money and
As slowly blossoms
temper.
Evening's insuring the people of Paducah nothstarry train.
ing but high class
performances.
—Beth Slater Wkitson. ,Vricet of admiseiou will be to cents.

LEXINGTON
CITY HALL
IMPROVEMENTS
AUTO MEET

BLAKE GODFREY
GOES TO DITION

•

I
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THE CELEBRATED "MIKADO" GOODS IMPORTED
FROM JAPAN
Everybody has heard and read about "Mikado" goods. If you are not
acquainted with them, a pleasure and a surprise awaits Y Ou at our kali
They're hand-made things, imported from Japan, comprising

Doilies, Centerpieces, Neckwear,
Handkerchiefs
If you are a lover of embroidery you will be quite fascinated with
them, and as for drawn work, no tuition begins to equal the intricate,
magnificent patterns created by the Japanese. These dainty things are
all ready for your inspection and priced so that no one need go with.
out' Sold exclusively by this store,

SPECIALS IN CARPET SECTION
Reversible,

Smyrna

30x6o inches; the patterns are
and the colorings

Harbour's Department Store

warp;

s•

zoe

$z.35. vice. Our price a yard
1
price
Our
51.
00 1 Lincleurn—Excellent wearing qualTapestry Brussels Carpet—Includfly, neat patterns; good colorings.
ing making, laying and lining
1
Our price
., 75# . Our price, a square yard
50,
I

L. B. Ogilvie lb Co
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
All Kinds Monuments and General

Cemetery

Work (Us*

Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPr
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not oe.
corn* dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT

John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, i6osi TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
4111

We have on handi
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
5 Horse Power Motor.
55/4 Horse Power Motor.
8 Horse Power Motor.
t to Horse Power Motor.
I 200 Light Dynamo.

FOREMANBROS.
Novelty Works.
I 2 - I 23

North Fourth Street.

11.1=1111MIL—..

Our Handso
Spring
me
Fabrics
AllE NOW ON
DISPLAY

1111111INININI111111111111111011111111111111111

Undertaker and Embalmer,

aumatigaisiiMMOMME

Matting—Cotton

rich handsome carpet effect patterns; this

where these rugs are sold at

GUY NANCE

Harbour's Book Department.

Japanese

beautiful; every- matting is splendid for general ser-

MOVING PICTURES

WHY NOT COME TO US AT FIRST

Rug—Size

AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND
THE
CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS APFORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD PRESSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES. WE STAND FOR EVERY
GARMENT
WE
TURN OUT.

Dicke &
516 Broadway.

MERCHANT TAILORS.

MAIM, WNW & CO•
Ondertakers and Embalmer
130

sotan

s,

THIRDIST.

PADUCAIIIICY

•
a

71-s- 7,1-m 6•
,-7,;;.
14/'

-,471'..14
,
7774

• EXCAVATING
SAE BABY
ON JEFFERSON
LION'S
COM2MVOR

BRIDGES' MEN

ARS WOW DOING THIS
WORK.

New Street Roller Will Shortly Arrive From Nashville for Bitulithic People,

fi
Contractor Bridges has started his
men to work on !Jefferson at Second
street, tearing u pthe old brick side/walks and excavating for the new
concrete pavements tit* will be Start=
eed as soon as he can procure cinders,
clion..lig lie 11.is not any of tins !atter material now on hand. Last year
fwhen cold weather compelled the
sidewalk work downtown abandoned,
be had Kentucky avenue excavated
for the pavements, but not Jefferson
Street, and now this work will be
done upon the latter.
The bitulithic people
will have
here shortly another steam street roller for use in preparing Kentucky
avenue for the bitulithic work. that is
to go down. The contractors waneed
to borrow the city's roller, but as it
is alvitys needed on the public %thoroughfares, the request for it had to
be rejected by the board of public
works. When the new one comes
born Nashville, the force of men will
be doubled in preparing for the bitulithic.
Contractor Brides yesterday finished all the concrete walk on the south
side of Kentucky avenue between
Fourth and Third streets, and his
men arc now laying it between Third
and Second, nearly reaching the alley besides Willow's saloon by quitting time Fast evening.
In speaking f bitulithic yesterday
City Engineer Washington said the
job on Broadway between Fifth and
Ninth street was an abominable piece
of work, and that he 'would never
sign the estimates paying the coatractors for the improv.smnt as long as
k elands in its present condition.
which is veiy infrior and not fit for
public street purposes.

LIFE

Untold • Suffering and Constant
Misery—Awful Sight From that
Dreadful Complaint, Infantile Eczema—Commenced at Top of his
Head and Covered Entire Body.

MOTHER PRAISES
CUTICURA REMEDIES

'Commenting upon this clause, a
race horse man said: "Yes, the Douglas Park people could use that track
and grand stand for golf parties."

PRINTING GEI THROUGH

The Answer.
The answer filed by the attorneys
for the racing commission is a rather
remarkable document. There are a
number of clauses, but only one is
of importance, the others being chiefly 4 denial of,the charges. The sixth
section of the answer, however, is affirmative in character, and gives the
reasons why the Kentucky Racing
commission hap refiesd to allow the
NEWDouglas Paeiti jockey club toconduct
races &tieing
,Jube. Some of the language in this section is as follows:
OLD"They (the Racing Commissioners)
Say that no community
of the Size
of the city of Louisville and its enviroments, and no place in Kentucky
can fiord or will patronize continuous
,racing. The3r-say that to protect
and keep up interest in running races
it is necessary that the races be given
sporaLically and in p.riods of a short 12:11=====l3t1
time in communities like Louisville
and ther places in Kentucky; that
neither the wealth nor
number of
people, or both
combined, is sufficient to patronize continuous racing, and that unless thre be an intermission and sporadic cssation of racing in all communities throughout
Kentucky the public will cease to at1 i I 1 III-1111 1 1
tend,a nd racing will be dstroyed."

VOW CORRFSPONKNEL

THAT PLEASES

BY USING THE

•

Phones:
4 20

°Our baby had that dreadful complaint,Infantile Eczema, which afflicted
him for several months,oommencing at
the top of his head,aad at last covering
-bk whole body. His sufferings were
untold and constant misery, in fact,
there was nothing we would not have
dose to have given him relief. l'hei
family doctor seemed to be wholly
incapable of coping with the case, and
after various experiments of his, which
resulted in no benefit to the child, we
sent to Mason,Ill., to a druggist and got
a full set of the Cuticura Remedies and
applied as per directions, and he began
to improve immediately, and in about
three or four days began to show a
brighter spirit and really laughed., for
the first time in a year. In about ninety
days he was fully recovered, with the
exception of a rough skin, which is
gradually disappearing, and eventually
will be replaced by a healthy one.
"Praise for the Cuticura Remedios
has always been our
itar
ce,ocreasure,
and there is nothing too
that we
eould say in their favor, or they certainly saved our baby's life, for he was
the Meet awful sight thst I ever beheld,
prior to the trest of the Cutisura
Remedies. Mrs. Maebelle Lyon, 1826
Appleton Ave., Parsons, Kan., July 18, JONES WAS FINED $3o FOR
1806."
DISORDERLY
CONDUCT.

202-R

KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121S 4th St.

HORSE CASE DISMISSED

COMPLETE TREATMENT $1

I

"MN-00D"
MINIM

Back of every Policy of
THE„MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
The First American Life Insurance Co. The Company that
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders i
AND HOLDS MORE
for Policy-holders 3.
Than any other Compay in the
....World...

"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which ir, your time.

Complete external and internal treatment for every humor, consisting of Bartley Turley, Colored, Held to the
CuticuraSoap,Olin tmen t,and Pills, may
Grand Jury For Snatching Pair
now be had for one dollar. A single
of Shoes.
set is often sufficient to cure the most
torturing, disfiguring, itching, burning,
and scaly humors,eesemaa,rashes,and
Irritations, from infancy to age, when
Yesterday Morning in the police
all else faik
court Vs'ill Jones was dismissed of
m11=
1 ==.1..
milosse..
Pilleae
seaL
61.
= the charge of stealing Dr. Robert
antseten.emitsun awe
flick's horse and buggy. On this
warrant being dismissed another was
issued against him, and he was fined
$3o and costs. He was drinking at e1hh1efdele84.444.04.0_4_Lisfels++04
the time and says lie does not know
CENl
ite irite for our big lr
vhat possessed him to take the
HAD COPIES OF QUESTIONS
Y
BPBicgcAT Y"
showi
horse, but that he had no intention
268,
th
e
T
a
lK
s
itlic
"
•
ff
n2
3
Lite
Itioltel Gr at igirl
1BELOW any other
or dealer in the world.
of stealing it, as evidenced by his
Sensation Sprung at Teachers' Exdriving around an hour or two with
from apt,0
amination in Richmond.
at any pm.
or on say kind Of 417711111, until 'on have
the outfit.
received
OUT
complete
Fre* Cato,
logos* illustrating and
INEVITABLE
RESULTS
every kind of high-grade and low-grade
OF
bicycles, old pettiness& letest Models,
Mattie Given, white, was fined 41
•
Richmond, Ky.. May ri.—The exPRICRS and womileeftl now tears and learn of our remarkable LOW
made possible by selling from fas--tors
and costs for being drunk.
amination of,, applicants for certifi•
RACES IN ANY COMdirect to rider with no middlemen's profits.
IMF SHIP OM 4PPNOVAL maw., a cent
Bartley Turley, colored, was held
cates for teachers of the county
drOont, Pay the Pretest ma
MUNITY.
allow 10 Days Pros Trial and
other liberal terms which
to the grand jury for stealing a pair
schiols is going on here now. Saturno othet
house in the world will do. You make
will
learn
everything
and get much vale
able information by simply writing us
of shoes from the place of ShoeSuperintendent
County
day
of
• postal.
We need a
in every town and can offer an
maker Klein on lower Broadway.
Schools John Noland, who is conto make mosay
°epaulette
ilettalgroung men who apply
5. 4
at once.
Under
Circursta
nces
Like
Those
in
,Jess
examinati
Fagan
ducting the
,and Rexie Raper were
on, asked tha•
arraigned on the charge of disturbthirty-five applicants present stand
the Case, Is Answer in In° N LV
ing public worship, and after part of
up and take an oath that they had
as. Prioe $
junction Suit.
.50 per p.tir.
the evidence was heard the case was
not had access to the list of quesPES i1
o Introduo•
left open for more testimony. The
tions issued from the office of tit:
Wit Will Sell
kAILS,
TACKS
lads are charged with making t for the sweet
state superintendent. Of this num011 GLASS
girl graduate and for Yost a Sa
WONT LET
Lewisville. May 22.—In the Limited noise and disturbing worship at th2
ber five remained seated. They left
all occasions watches, rings, lockets, Pair fop Wet
OUT
THE All
(CASH
the room immediately and went to States court today was heard the in- Mechanicsburg Baptist church
WITH
ORDEN
last chains, hatpins, bracelets, shirt waist
$4.68)
NO
MORE
junction
TROUBLE
the
owners
suit
the
of
of
Sunday.
FROM PUNCTURES.
their homes. Supt. Noland went at
set, collar pins, a2so silver novelties
Result of 15 years experience in tire
once before the grand „jury, which Douglass 'Park racing track against Thomas McMorris was up on a of all discriptions.
making.
No danger from THORNS. CACwas in session, and had the five ap- the Kentucky Racing Commission. breach of the peace warrant, and the
TUS. PINS, NAILS. TACKS or
EOM* Sh.tilisk rubber tread
plicants that refused to take the oath The Douglass Park people are asking case left open for more evidence.
Serious punctures, like intentional knifeGLASS.
sad panotare Metre"B"
cuts,
can
and
"D." also rim strip "Or
WalterEv
States
'bulge
ans
to
be vulcanized like any other tire.
summoned to appear before that Uni.-st
to prevent rim vetting. This
Two Hendee/ Thema/ pairs dew in &dud ass. Osse
Ere will amatlast any
We handle all the finest and daintbody Late Saturday afternoon one grar: a prntsnent injunction against
make—SOFT. ELASTIC=
est articles with the utmost care, llassety-livs flawed emirs sold last year.
of the applicants came before Supt. tl. • RacingCcrrinission. .testraining
EAST ILIDIXO.
PEPORIP770111 leade in all sizes. It is lively sod OM,riasa
and make repairs that are absolutely irttli
Nolan and confessed having the list them frorn interfering in any way
_very durable and lined Mode
•special quality of rubber, which never
without allowing the air to escape. We have b.eteapien porous sad mida closes up small punctures
satisfactory.
of questions, claiming to have ob- with the running of races at Douglas
humeral,d Wiese ham satiaded
that
their
tires
customers Mating
have
only
been pumped uponce or twice in a wbObeleiness. They weigh
tained them from Ernest S. Clark, a Park., as the Racing Commission has
an ordinary tire, the puncture
no more tiled
resisting qualities being gins by several
layers
of thin, specially
prepared
fabric on the tread. That "Holding Seek"'enmities ontleneely felt
threatened to do.
student at Berea College.
when riding on asphalt
or soft reads is overcome by the patent "Basket
In addition to the large array of
squeezed out between tbe tire and the mad thus Weave" tread WS* prevents all air from being
An officer was sent to Berea at
overcoming all sendea. The regular price of these "
•
tiros is gl.3o per pair, bet for advertising purposes
once with a warrant, but on his ar- legal talent in the case the court
of only $4.So per pair. All orders shipped mune daywe are making.eedal factory price to the rider
is received 'We ship COO on approval.
You do net pay•omit until you have examined and letter
rival found that Clark had left a room was filled with curious specta- THE
TALKED OF CHANGE
found them strictly as represented
We will allow•walk dapeoguit of 3 per cent (thereby
.
making
short time before for Mt. Vernon, tors. including men known to the
the price S4.86 per pair) if you send
428 Broadway. PULL
WILL NOT BE MADE BY
CASH WITH ORDER and enclose this
advertiseme
nt.
We
will
also
send
plated
one ukkel
sporting
brew
world
over
all
the
country.
hand
pump
aad
where a teachers' examination is gotwo Sampson metal
OFFICERS.
puncture closers to be need in case of intentiosal puncture closers os full paid orders(these metal
PHONE ers-A• ing on. The sheriff of that place was' Interest in the case and the novel
st OCR expease if for any reason they are notknife cuts or heavy gasses). Tires to be returned
satisfactory on ezamination.
We are perfectly reliable sod mosey sent to us is
asmimansminimst
telegraphed to arrest Clark on the points raiaed is alma kleen among
as safe as in a bank.. Ask
Banker. Id:press ear Preight Agent or the Hditor
Postmaster,
of
this paper &beet as. U youyour
order • pair of
these tires, you will find- that they will ride easier, run
charge of having in his possession a lawyers, and a goodly number of at- Kdiy Window
faster,
wear
better,
last
Will
longer
Be
finer
then any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know
Removed
and look
complete list of the questions. Clark torneys were present. Former Chic/
that you will be so well pleased
that when you want a
you will give us your order. We want
When Carpenters Get to It—
you to send us•Ismail trial
order at once, hence thisbicycle
was located and arrested. None of Justice B. L. D. Guffy occupied a
remarkable
tire
offer.
Mrs. Broadersop Resumes.
hallt-up-whasla, saddles pedals, parts and
the questions was found on him. seat in the court room.
00AS7
Cold at
repaill
1011-8117411110ESI, everything
i
i
in the bicycle line are sold by um et half
prices charged by dealers and repair men.
th
Mr. David Baird filea a written anClark will be brought here today.
Write tor our big SUNDRY catalogue.
but write as • paean today. DO NOT THINK OF fivers°
Gray's Buffet
00 NOT W
'A warrant will be issued for the ar- swer to the injunction using the folbicycle er a pair of tires from 'Layout
until you know the new mail
Superintnclint Lieb, of the schools, Palmer House Bar,
wonderful den we are making.
It only costs•postal to learn everything.
rest of a man from whom Clark lowing remarkable language:
Write it NOW. ,
yesterday
had
a
talk
Chairman
with
"The
defendant
further
L.
s
say
A.
that
Lagumarsino.
claimed he had bought the papers.
MEAD
CYCLE
COMPA
NY,
Dept.
U.
Walston
S.
e"
JL
"
of
ClICA(
the committee hav10, ILL
the giving or holding of continuous
of the commencement
racing in any community circum- ing charge
• ILLINOIS CENTRAL
stanced like these in Kentucky leads exercises for the graduateS this year.
•
1
EXCURSION BULLETIN. to pauperism and crime; that the and they decided
n ot to change
the
Sate
commncem
of
the
ent, inas- -List of new subscribers added by
tendency, if not the inevitab'e result
Boston. Mass —American Medical thereof, after the appetite of those much as everything had been pre- the East Tennessee Telephone come
association and the First Church of who can afford time and money/ for pared for the days already chosen. pany today;
superintendent for a
Chrio -Scientist4—Diuee-of—eitle
4eDid you swallow your share of dust
;mit. to June 9th inclusive, !no& er together a concourse of the idle thought of asking the crates moved
2656 Clark, Joel, Gro., 224 Clemlast night? I have a full line of
final limit June 18th; by paying fee and shiftless and disorderly prrsons forward one night each, those for ents
of St on tickets can be extended to with th trail of evils -that ensue; and the white and colored exercises, Mit
2655- Duffy, Geo., Res., 1319 MonJuly 15th. 1906. Round-trip rate one that the tendency, if not the tinevita- this idea is
now
abandoped and roe.
regular first class fare via route of ble result, is to lead those wflo are in- things will be left standing as orig2654' Faughan, Annie, Res„
1624 etc., venous
ticket plus St.00.
vited but unable _financially to indulge inally intended.
grades and various prices.
Broad Alley.
entertain
The
Paris, Ky.—Grand
alumni
ment
asthe
Commandry in the expenditure of time and money
2316- Wallaee, W. T.. Res.. fie§
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
1Knights Templar—Dates of sale May into idle and shiftless habits, the ten- sociation gives this year's graduat.:5
21st and 22nd, limit May 25th, 1906. ckncy of which is pauperism and comes on the night of .the colored North Eighth.
Rate for round trip $12.75.
Like other commodities telephone
crime, and thus the morals and good commencement and the superintedent
Louisville, Ky.—Home
Coming order and peace of the community are thought a change would, be best so service should be paid for according
Week of Kentuckians: Dates of sale endangered."
these two affairs would not b.: held
to its worth and value.
June 1tth, 12th, and 13th, tgo6, jimit
After this renratkable admission, the the same night.
We haye in the city over 3,000
June 23rd; by paying fee of 50 cents answer continues: "It was to preRemove Window.
tickets can be extended to thirty vent these evils that the act creating
Both Phones 201. 132 South Fourth St.,
subscribers op five times as many as
325 Kentucky Mame.
Mrs. Kelly, who resides next to
;lays from date of purchase.
racing'
a
commissi
on
was
passed, and the Washington building, has
Rate
the
Independ
ent
Co.;
onside
of
the
not yet
for round trip—$6.95.
racing commissioners were appointed
removed the window which projects city and within the coutty we have
Prohibition Party of Kentucky— to enforce its provisions."
Meeting at Louisville May 31st to ,The answer then states that the out from the side of her house over 63 times as,many subscribers as the
the lamed grounds. She has promJune tst—For this occasion the Illi- races at 'Churchill Downs are
an old ised to do so as - soon as the carpen- Independent Co. Yet we will place
nois Central railroad has authorized institution, as are also the races
at ter can be procured, but there
it a a telephone in your residence at the
a reduced rate of one and one-third Latonie, and should be allowed
to scareity on account of the strike
ooratedi
be- same rate the Independent Co. is
fare plus 25 cents for the round trip keep their dates.
tween carpenters and contractors.
on the certifieate plan. Delegates
supposed to charge and provide in
General Cskrage Business,'
One unique clause in the answer is
should pnrchase one-way tickets at .ts follows:
Resumed Teaching.
addition, long
distance
facilities
full fare and procure a certificate
"They (the Racing Commissionre)
MIrs. Broader-son has rseumed her which will eruable you to reach fifty Superior Facilities for
from the ticket agent, which-, when deny that. the
Office
• plaintiff's race
el
tracks teaching in the schools after a sev- million people from
gout home.
signed by the secretary of the meet- or the buildings cannot
Handling Freight, Machinery
b used or eral days' illness, caused by a relapse
2nd
and Monroe
ing, will entitle him to one and ome- utilized for other
Call 3oo for further Information
purposes than for she Suffered from, her first attack of
And
Househ
old
Goods.
third fare pita 25 cents, good re- running horse races,
Both 'Phones
and say that illness about ten days ago: She has EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
turning until June sth.
they can be tilled for other kurposes." not been dangerously ill.
COMPANY,

PAUPERISM
AND CRIME

Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241 Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth Sts., Louisville.
ALL IT

DO NOT BUY A BICYCLE

$8.50 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES
$488°
.80

REPAIRING A SPECIALIY

COMMENCEMENT
BATE REMAINS

J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler

PAI3ST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

Good. Morning!

Garden Hose, Nozzels,Sprinkling Sldi

4

Paducah Transfer Company

P.D. Fitzpatrick, Surit•

.414.1.4,4
,
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The Denver litietinn:
An electric light magnate at Denver refused. to answer questions beElection Fraud at Memphis.
and business life. I do not share this
core
A court in regard to corruption
PUBLISHED P'THE
view.
week
last
(Memphis Commercial Appeal.)
REGISTER rizvVSPAPER CO. in the',election in that city
To my mind the hope for the per(Incoroorated)
in which a vote was taken on several There arc people so singularly con- petuity of this government by the
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'SEVENTEEN
AUTOMOBILE
TO NOTHING
AXLE BROKE
WEILL,E1 CAR
IS WHAT DANIVILLS DID TO MR. JAMES
PADUCAH BOY*
HAPPENED TO ACCIDENT.
YESTERDAY.
LAST NIGHT.

Gas Range Dernoratrati n
_____Now in Full Blast

Worst Defeat That Ever Occured in Mrs. Ed Hall Injured About the
Professional Ball Playing in
Body, By Being Pitched From
Late Years.
Rig Last Evening.
How They Stand.
Last evening shortly after 7 o'clek
W. L Per. the axle of Mr. James Weille's autoVincennes
14 6 .700 mobile broke while he and family
Paducah
13 2 .650 were
spinning along Fountain aventta
at-a--fast -tate of--speed,-hitt fortunate-Cairo
to 30 .500 1) none of theta were thrown
out ahd
Jacksonville '
7 "'It • -389'injured, although the tnicbine is damMattoon .....
........
.167 aged pretty
badly.
• .1.• •
The axle was the tear one, and
Results Yesterday. .
when it snapped, the right hind wheel
DANVILLE,
flew off to one side, letting the back
DUCAR. NOTHING.
of the auto car down on the street.
Vincennes, 5; Mlattoon, 2;
It
stopped suddenly and it is quite
Jacksonville, 4-; 'Cairo, 3.
unusual that some of them were not
pitched out. ..There was in the car
Today's Schedule.
LM the tipne, Mr. and Mrs. Weille, the
Paducah at Danv;Ile
former's mother, and his little child.
Cairo at Jacksonville.
The machine was injured so it
/11sttoon at 'Vinceilati
could not be mowed, and Foreman
Danville, IW,
Old brothers will today turn out a new
Soldiers made Paducah'look 'like am- axle, which will be taken out and
atetn-s, winning by a score of 17 to put on the car, that was left on the
o in a game featured byobtVliiant. field- avenue betweenLang's park
and
ing of locals, and the .'eritdliing of Trimble street.
It will then. be
Fiming, the boy wonder.
brought to town.
If If E
Danville
.17 15
Rigs Collided.
Paducah
o a 5
Batteries—Fterning and. Quiesser;
Mrs. Ed Hall, wife of he barber,
Tadlock, kloyd and Nippert.
and Rd Joiner, were driving along
South Third street last evening,
Vincennes Keeps Winning.
when they collided with another rig
Vincennes, Ind., May 22 —The lo- z.bout Norton. Mrs. Hall and Joiner
cals took another from the Tail-end- were pitched out.
The woman's
as today:
face was cut and the body bruised,
R.H.E but no bones broken. She was takan
Vincennes ..
7 6 to het' home on Boyd street in the
Mattoon
2 6 3 North and of town.
•
2ilia
Ratteries—Purdne and 'Matteson;
Dowell and Schissell.
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ALL THIS WEEK delicious Bhcuit, Bread, Coffee
etc., served FREE. In a DIRECT ACTION RANGE
seven feet of gas will finish biscuits on both racks,
This includes heating oven and baking.

LEE
With Every Range

The
Explanation

During this week we are authorized
by the manufacturers to present each
purchaser of a "DIRECT ACTION"
with a beautiful 5-piece enameled
coolci
pinegces
se
:t, composed of the followingI
I
I
I

of this extraordinary saving is very
simple; it is ail in the oven construction. The burners are right in the
oven with noting between them and
the baking. Put your bang right in
the Cold Oven, light your flame, and
results guaranteed satisfactory.

3-QUART BERLIN KETTLE.
3-QUART SAUCE PAN.
2-QUART PUDDING PAN.
2-QUART COFFEE POT.
1-PINT SEAMLESS CUP.

These goods are
the finest and
heaviest of enameled ware, white inside and blue
mottled outside.
STRICTLY
GUARANTEED
WARE.

Attacks
•
Jacksonville, tll , May n.---JackCorporations
sonville won out in the ninth inning
w4,4

HUMANE SOCIETY
SPECIAL OFFICER

A Sensational Episode at Dinner of
Investigating Committee of Federation of Municipalownership.

DO YOU KNOW WHAT THIS MEANS?
It means that the DIRECT ACTION will do your baking itt half the time, and with half the fuel which any
other range consumes; therefore, tne actual saving of
gas will soon pay for the range, and will give you
many more leisure moments
. Out of your kitchen.

CASH
OR
CREDIT

In the Direct action the Biscuits are
done before you would begin to bake
in any other Range. It will be time
well spent to come and see this great
display.
trtillittfliturrteirtlientt..;.„„„„„.,„,,,,,44...,1,042=====
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Ciiiro Loma.

by timely hitting, scoring two runs.
RHE SUPREME COURT JUSTIC
E Wm.
Jacksonville
4 7 2
J. GAYNOR CALLS THEM
•
k
Cairo
3 12 3
DISHONEST.
Batteries—Allen and Belt; Hatch
and (steles.

EASY
TERMS
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,
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Z
To Buy
E Z
To Pay
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)
A. •

E Z
To Buy
E Z
To Pay

Salesrooms 112-114-116 North Fourth St. Viarerooms 105-107 Jefferson St.
"townsia.
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.New York, May 22—AU a dinner
last night by the New York Civic
agrfcral weeks sojourning. They'arrived from, Columbus, Ga., to join in
Federation to the members of the
the city on business, accompanied
THOMAS SANDERS
CHOSEN investigating committee of the Federhel ,sottridod remaining until the last Mr. Berry of Hotel Belvidere, and by
Mr. W. T.,Young. a large vehicle
ation on Municipal Ownership, on
of this week, but their son-in-law, make their home.
LAST
EVENING
dealer of that city.
BY
•
Ci Solicitor James Campbell and
the eve of their departure for Europe, DEFIES THE COURT AT
DEN?,
Miss Murrill Brown of Madison- 'Mrs. F. J. McElwee yesterday gh
DIRECTORS.
wie,,e
parüg
Scpreme Court Justice Wm. J. Gayto
leave
in
a
few
VER AND GOES TO
ville, returned home yesterday after went to Michigan to sp.md the sum nor made an attack on..norporations
dais for the West on account of the
JAIL.
graduati
ng from a Paducah business met.
sOlicitoe's health, the mayor and wif•
w which August Belmontgawho, wa3
Railroad Commison-r Mac P.
college.
He Has Full Police Power and also a guest at the dinner., made a
returned immediately/to get here beMr. Edwin J. Paitttnothas ret•;:ite,1 Ferguson passed throttO yesterday
fore
Ale
spirited
others
departed
.
reply. Judge Gaynor said:
Everything Is Now Ready for
The Corruption Practiced By Corporen route from LaCenter to Frankfort •
The mayor feels much better by his from a business trip to Chicago.
"In this day great franchises repreations
In
the
Late
Election
Lieut. Wm. I. Reed of the Evans- to attend a meeting of the commis-4
Work to Begirt.
rest and sojourn, and his fine apsent nothing but perpetual tax on the
Being Investigited.
ville,
Ind., U. S. army recruiting sior.
pearance shows this. He will this
people of the community. A franMr. Storwall Pollnek has rettsruet:
office,
returned yesterday to that city
morning resume charge of the city
chis is granted for 999 years. Nine
from
St. Louis.
after
coming
swearing
here
and
in
During the meeting last evening of years is more reasonable than 999
at
Denver, Colo., May 22.—Henry L. government reins.
the recruits enlisted at the brancl)
the directors of the linmane society this time in the history of the counDougherty, president of the Dorm
bureau.
for this city, the hoard chose Mr. try. Certain rights are granted to
Gas and Electric company, appeared
Miss Allie Arnold of South Sixth
Thomas Sanders as the "special ineat corporations under the high in District Judge
Frank J. Johnson's •'
street has gone to Memphis to visit
vestigat
ing
officer"
of
the
soundin
organizag names of public franchises. court this
e
afternoon and was called • 'PERSONAL NOTES.
relatives.
tion, whose .duties will be to look its- These gifts, are bonded, stocked,
upon to testify as to what he knew
Mrs. Gertrude Leftwich and sister,
to cases of reported cruelty to :mi- nbich are nothing more than gifts.
1.7.6 BROADWAY.
regarding the matter of the boguf.
Mrs. Kate Leake. of Atlanta. Ga., are
t mals, and also children and aged and doubled up and continued for
many tax receipts used in the election.
the guests of their daughter and
infirm people. ?gr. Sanders conducts years, a tax upon the people.
Kith cla-- Moo-,
nd
On the adfice of his attorney, Joel F.
Mrs. W. H. Cashon has returned niece. Mrs. Henry E. Thompson of Illustrated Sngs by Mins
the Paducah Employment agerky at
"Even in this presence I say the' Wile, he refused
71'71
Fay
to testify and even from visiting her sister, MTS. J. South Sixth.
Fox.
r Broadway, and is. the son. of Dr. action ,of these corporations
is refused to be sworn.
Mr. L. A. Lagomarsino went to
Brown of Fulton.
Evenings at 8 and 9:3o. Matinees
William Sanders of Arcadia.
something dishonest,.enough to shock
Judge
Johnson
informed
Mr.
Misses Roxie Vickers and May Madisonville to reside.
Wed. and Sat.
The directors fixed his salary, and the mural sense of the God-fearing
Dougherty that he would either hav-2 Hostetter went to
Mr. W. G. Kirk, traveling Wen.
Entire change of program weekly.
by virtue of his appointment tha people of this community.
Central City, VeY-.
to testify or be committed to jail for yesterday to
man for the Hardy Boggy
visit.
Kentucky etarntes clothe him with
"Corporations have taken private his refusal.
After consulting with his
Mrs. W. M. Berry and child have with headquarters in Paris. Torn..
full police powers to make arrests, property which, can only be taken
aroarncy
Mr.
Dougherty announced
'but in addition to this the police posession of upon the assuranc
e that thá. he would not testify. Judge
-commissioners will be asked to sanc- certain rights are to revert to
the Johnson oiilered Mr. Dougherty comtion the powers .conferred on turn.
owners of that property when, in mitted to jail.
Now. whenever reliable reports fact, they are providing no return
t9
Soon after Mr. DOherty's comcome from any vicinity that parties the epople.
mitment on application of attorneys
are treating animals cruelly, or
"We have recently had explained
awl and infirm people, the society to us how a certain man or certain representing the elections commission a temporary order was itiecl
officials will have Mr. Sanders to in- interests can carry freight from
on. by .supreme court restraining Disvestigate the case and see if the facts section of tate country to another
for tri& Judge Johnson from proceedi
ng
1.:justify a prosecution being stir
. .
one-kalf Of what other men haue
IN
MN eNt gar on 01 t e
:against the guilty. The officer
will pay. Suppose it Man with too head vcite on franchises
at last week's
report what he learns of the eiretrrn- of cattle had been allowed to
pus election until Monday next, when
he
sttnets, to Hon. Hal S. Corbett, who through a tollgate by paying onemust show cause why he should not
is the attorney for the society, and half of what his neighbor,
had to be permanently restrained.
Subif /he -facts show it advisable, he will pay. What do you suppose
the peo- sequently the supreme court ordered
set 'warrants against *he parties.
plei at that time would have done" that
Mr. Dougherty be released on
The society bids fair to become .1 Why, they would have torn down the
very active factor In weedflig Obt this tollgate and ultimately we will tear Mitt own recognizance pending the
Mr.
long standing tiVil," Mflft-lf" already down the railroads, destroy them, !kiting on the injunction.
DoOerty was immediately given his
Can at on ratan and his: thik it* a moment's notice and here yo. enamel Steel Horn with large airiptihave an unusually burgs ,nturalMst,
pettteably, if we..esn, forcibly if we
_
speciall
y pre** Records of Bandi have the best orchestra of the coun- f:,•it
contributors whcr donated
:
g Bell and prass Detae.itable
eh
-The sitting of the court was to and other Instrumental
fund to be used in prostscaling the. 1Wr. BelmosaLasid.ln response:
Music, Songs, try to play the dance music. Or your Hotn Connection..
have, been -resumed at 7 o'clock to- Stories, Recitations,
g-ood wok. Wben the.alarms is used
and assure your- may wish to leadn a song and .what
fl want to repudiate in the most night,. but
Detachable llorn Supporting Arm.
all proceedings were self that this *the best
up they will call lot nasere.-o wick on4nalified terms the. insinuation
offered. You bitter instructor can you .bnve,dban 'Aluminum Swinging A rib—
stoppe41
by
the
supreme
court's in- Buy only the Records
twill readily be produced, as every..
ope of the Peerless singers to obi
.
I, imanage--cHr thaeniy atioCiatcs,
Noiseless and perfectly construebody realites ' the swat Met tar-inch ma0ags•—these corporations. in any.. juntticttlf
•
a song over and over again if 'teed ttd
Motor;
STAND
ARD
TALKING
an association in, this kttltitt
be. The possibilitiea Of this Wonder- , Oil tempered bearings
ottfer spirit than that of honesty 6r
that will
MACHI
NE
RECOR
,
DS ARE
• Everything is now ready —r ac- of icprreet purpose or with ,any purful little machine for instruction and last a lifetiirte
Remember the Old Harmony Singi• tivity upon part of thiAlactliWithd pois other den. that of complying ing at Benton Sunday, May 27. Re- • FAMOUS FOR THEIR TONE
amusement are endless.
An adjustabllt Sneed Screw—
anybody knowing of-- eases that with , every letter
This Grapropnone represents. one; indestruttable Natural Tore Sound
AND QUALITY.
the law.
I dueed railroad rates.
should be investigated _wapiti; etprifer thipt that ,er!cry corporation and that
of the latest achievements of the
etm /;.4
a favor by telephoning aftY.,0, th, ever* enrpgratiOn manager Is enAs a home entertainer it has no I; rgest and best equipped .Talking
4MAYOR
BACK.
l.
a
, Standard Talking Machina
meenbers. whcs will have it.,„100441 titttd.Sp Jae heard in court first and
*gnat The best talent in the court- Machine Industry in the worM. Pre
td Ryer)
, Customer whose Cash.
int" and prosecute the guilty to' dee thhis action shall be tested after Mayor Yeiser and Wife Returned ti'O 'is brought right to your fire- Therefore its reproduction wilt
sue- ptirchaaes amount to
fullest etutent of the ,law.
aide to while away evenings with ptise and delight the nitIkt exacting
hq ,verstict, of the court and not be.
Last Evening From French Lick.
See and hear Ibis wonderful instre,Ccinical recitations and songs. An listener.
Von kiln* to What I refer, and,
merit and learn how easily you can
Iternember the Old Harmony Sin"refore, it nill not be nec sary for
The equipment consists of T6-iscls. Obtain one free.
Mayor Yeiser returned last evening lit proniPta dance may be cotton sp
itic:xi Benton Sunday,,,,May
I
me
io
epeat.
and
I
sin
et
s
Re- I
6 o'clock from French Lick
y thst /
dated railroad rates.
lee'to make this stapsnent."
springs. Ind., where they have been

Electric Magnate

The Edisonia 10c..
Electric Theatre

Loeb & Ma'o—, Props

It's Up to You!

Remember it's free. See
this machine. Read our
natural tine
talking and ainging
machine

Free
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ANDREW JOHNSON,
ARISTOCRAC1 OF ITALY.
L.REIAT COMMONER
4
Ons Noble Lord Who WOA a Otreet
—Hon. Alf Ts:, lor Relates a Bit of gOXII INTERESTING SECRETS
Scavenger, Another a
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building.
Unwritten Tennessee History.
Waiter.
OF
THE
TRADE.
.523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky
6
New 'Pbone 490.
There is an old Venetian adage
Bristol, Ten's., May 22.—Oil the
SPECIALTIES:
occasion of the commencement at Maker of These Valuable Adjuncts which says: "Conte che non cont*
Abstracting of Titles,
non conta niente" (A count who
Oakland Seminary at Bztileytown, in
to Locomotion Gives Some Pardoesn't count (money) doesn't count
Insurance, Corporation and
Greene county, Tenn., a few days
ticulars as to Their Zanfor anything). And this cynical prow
Real Estate Law.
ago. Hon. Allred__ Taylor, a brother
• anion represents
ufacture.
Will bring plesaare to -your
Will be keenly appreciated
fairly well the MItL
of ex-Gov. Taslor, now the nominee
ment of the modern Italian.
after a trial by people who sufborne
during
the
long awnto succeed Ed Nerd W. Carmack in
"Oh, yes, indeed, they come pretty
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
In that country the general feeling
fer from headaches—severe or
the United States senate, related in high," said the artificial leg maker. "It toward the titled aristocracy
trier evenings. They are runmild, occasional or chronic.
is,
I,
will
beauty,
R—
a speech a bit of interesting unwrit- Is a
though,isn't it. I venture to not say one of oentempt, but
at
best
They
ning
never fail to
now
at
our
store. Come
ten Tennessee history.
Fr. Taylor say there isn't another one in Philadel- of utter indiffsrettee. The looser sort
phia
like
it,
on
in and hear them. Then
or off, and Its as light
said:
.titles are regarded se annoet valueGIVE QUICK
•
in all courts of Ken- "When I enter Greene county I as a feather, too."
Vill
leek even by thetr possessors. And
you'll Want one. Big selecWith
tucky.
these
RELIEF.
words,
says
always experience a feeling of reve
the Shoe Re- now a new and rising aristocraeS. IsiTo
tion of records.
rence. She is one of the few coun- tailer, the creator of artificial limbs plied from he ranks of Industry and
Easing the pain in a very few
ties in this broad land which has flourished a leg in the air. He was fat 001111:110TCO, are displacing the families
and
smiling,
Flournoy
Reed
and
Cecil
J. C.
he spoke with an India- of ancient and resounding name, the
Minutes.
furnish ed a president of the United
tinguishable foreign accent, and every members of which fall into
obscurity
States. I see that the grounds which
once in awhile his face beamed with en- and at times into fulfilling the most
contain the ashes of that illustrious
thusiasm.
menial °Mem.
president are to be taken over by
"They all come to Philadelphia for
I have known a case of a noble lord
the government and converted into a them, too,"
he continued. "We've cgs- who !Wowed the Interesting occupa
Rooms to, it and 12, Columbia Bldg. nritional park, hi order that the grave tonlitre from all over Europe,- Asia
JEWELERS.
_
and Mon. of a street scavenger, in a este
may-BF-eared f r under government Africa. There are
PADUCAH, KY.
lots of leg makers In a certain Italian town I was habit403
Broadway.
control. This • -21l, but when I In the city—at least they
DRUG GIST
call themselves ually served by a waiter with the title
read the annou•• • .2nt, somehow or such, but some of them are
of
count
and
name
famous
a
in Venenot leg makother I was thrilled by a sense of ers at all; they're harness makers."
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
In connection with the best Fountian history. And I am personally acpeculiar
pride
as
I
recalled
The
mind
to
august
quainted
with
a
Philadelphi
lord
of
a
ancient
leg
linemaker,
Attorney at Law.
the fact that I handed my bouquet: purveyer to kings, queens and govern- age whose title descended from a fa- tain service, Zech Hayes has added a
TELEPHONE 63.
to Andrew Johnson while he yet ment officials, took a little time to show ther engaged in the avocation at rail- fine line
of
the specimens around the room. They way porter.
Paducah, lived to enjoy Clem. In his last great were
Room No. 5,
fat and thin, long and short,graceIn general the aristocracy of Italy
struggle of life—before the general
Kentucky.
Columbia Bldg.
assembly of the state, of which 1. ful and otherwise. Some of them sere are miserably poor. They make a
was the youngest member—I cast huddled in corners, accumulating the brave show, but behind the splendor
my
vote fifty-six times to hold up dust of ages; others hung aloft on racks, of personal trappings and adornments
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR
his hands and was the first to carry so light and airy that they were wafted there is often the shadow of bare and will continua to keep up the repOffice with Dr. Rivers & Rivers,
dwellinsa and empty cupboards. This,
him the news of his triumphant elec- to and fro in the breeze.
128
La Italy, is possible and easy, for is utation our fountain has for magnifi"Yon see," continued the let
tion. When I handed him this
maker.
North
Fifth,
Both
Phones
355.
"we know how to do things now. We've that country life is passed in the sun cent Ice Cream. Don't forget.
Residence roes tasy, Ota Phone I693
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank bouquet I shall never forget how he got the secret all
and air, and the obligations of hosright
First
they
chop
looked and what he said. I found down
the willow tree; then we cut out pitality are much less stringent than
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.. him alone in room
No. 5 of the Max- the legs. It takes
a heap of flexible In England.
well House, pacing the floor like a leather to
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
The gilded youth of Venice, who, In
put the tendons in the right
racer at the grandstand just before place. See that
the
Immaculate habiliments at a Been
spring In the ankles?
New Phone 114.
Old Phone 484 the word is given to go. As I enter- That's made by the
—DENTIST—
leather tendons. Brummel, and with airs of lords at
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
• ed he paused and faced me, wringing If you saw one on • man you could principalities, swagger across the Planhis hands. I said, 'Mr. President, Dot tell the difference.
TEL. 756.
Then the as San Marco, and set the hearts of fair
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER. you
Truehart Buddlag.
have received fifty-two votes on Whole thing is covered over with fine visitors fluttering with their magnifiease*
and
the
majesty,
fifty-sixth
pink
contrive
ballot
enamel.
and
to
are
do
all
elected,
Looks natural enough,
WM.. MARBLE.
don't it?" At this juncture •rap came this on something like three francs a S. P. POOL.
thank God.'
L. O. STEPIIENSON,
"A broad smile lit up his face, pal- at the door, and a big man, six feet Say.
The daily turnout In the Corso or on
and moist with the cold sweat of. four, weighing nearly 300 pounds, eaanxiety, and he said in these very tered. He looked smilingly complais- the Pinch) at Rome has a splendor litwords: 'Well, well! I would rather ant as be Mated a cigarette and shook tle inferior to them of the Champs
Elysees or Hyde Park, yet not a few
have
tha. vindication at the hands of hands with the leg maker.
LAWYERS.
of these languid ladles and gay cav"Can
you
rush
an
order for me,
my beloved state of Tennessee than
Rooms I, 2 and 3 Register Build- to receive a certificate of election to double quick" he asked. "I've come aliers are better acquainted with the BOTH 'PHONES
301-4i05 S. THIRD ST.
painful yearnings of an unsatisfied NO zio
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
the presidency of the United States.' through • tough fight." he went on. Stomach than
any British meshes&
Practice in all the courts of the So much for this bit of unwritten "Ton know I always travel with a regularly
earning his £2 • week.
bunch
of
legs
and
coming
up
this
way
•state. Both phones 31.
history that ought to be of interest
thO+111111-isal
from New Orleans the Pullman car
t -. Greene county."
was burned and all four of my legs ABOUT THE CHINESE WIFE.
were lost. I only saved the one I had
BALLOON ROUTE
on, and now you've got to get to work Unwaveringly Constant and Attentive to the Comfort of Her
TO NORTH POLE to make another set for me double
Husband.
quick." With an air of languor and
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
Walter Weilman's Plans for Trip ease the big man stood to
have himself
TELEPHONES:
The Chinese wife Is nearly always
measured.
Rapidly Nearing Cmpletion.
Residence 296
Office 251
"Do you know who be isr ques- coatant. chaste and affectionate. Chitioned he of the leg trade, after the nese stories like to dwell on the love
Paris, May 22.—The early deparof women that has no limit This, says
ponderous man had gone. "Well, he
the Pilgrim. la why widowhood is
ture of Walter Wellman, the Ameri- is the
son of one of the richest women
revered and suicide, on the part of
can explorer, and his party for Spitz- in the United
States. He lost his leg She
bereaved woman, is not condemned
bergen, in accordance. with his plan through disease,
and be always comes in the
old classics. It ie because of
to endeavor to reach the north pole to Philadelphia
BROOKHILII, BUILDING.
to have his sets made. this
general acknowledgment of the
by
means
of
dirigible
a
balloon,
is
Plain,
ordinary
boxes
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
do for most peo. unwavering
constancy of wives that
attracting widspread attention. This ple to cart their legs around
in, but the fickle woman
is Iscold up le scathattention has been increased by Well- he's got fine leather cases with
his ing satire in their plays
and proverbs
man's announcement that be intends name engraved upon them.
DR. ROBT.J. RIVERS to establish a basis at Dae's Island "Do many
It is from a Chinese story that Volof them go in on such a
so NORTH FIFTH STREET
and begin his ascent on the island wholesale plan?" was queried of the taire drew his inspiration for the tale
of the woman who promised her boa INSUR
where Andre inflated his balloon.
leg maker.
E WITH'-"olZw
Both Phones 355
The first sectin of his party under "Heaps of them." he replied. lacon- band on his death-bed that she would
Office hours 8to to a. in., I to 3 Mai Hersey
not marry till his grave was dry, and
will leave Paris in a few ically. "Some of them can do anywas found next day fanning the mound
m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
days, rendezvousing at Trornsoe until thing with 'em. There's one young
Jane 1, and then proceeding on the man in this city who belongs to a to nasten the drying process.
Much of this coatentment on the
Attic steamer Fritzhjof to Spitzber- glee club and they tell me he's thcrbeet
part of the Chinese women may, ise
grn, where Maj. Hersey will direct dancer of Irish jigs in the town He
doubt, arise
the common interthe construction of headquarters. The was a good dancer before he lost his est of
the husband and wire in the
leg,
and
he's
all
right
yet.
No;
we
ballon shed will be the largest ever
growing family. You will often see
constructed, owing to the enortnotas have no lady attendants. We ought fathers wheeling baby carriage*
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
along
Phones:Office 3113—aesidence 16,
di mesesions of Wellman's Dirigible to have, though. What's the reason? the streets., just as you may see old- °Mai 306 Broadway
THROAT.
Oh,
because
there
is
not
one
woman er - BMWs
Maj. Hersey's advance
-Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4 machine.
carrying the little fellows
party will consist of Alexander Liew- in Philadelphia that I can find who or mothers taking them on a visit to
Columbia Building.
knows
the
trade.
Pity,
too,
because
antaal, chemist and engneer; Dr. W.
Phooe 1041- -Red.
there's money In it. A good leg maker their neighbor for a mutual compariN. Fowler of Indiana, surgeon; Felix
zffs•ml
ought to make at least $26 per week. son of baby ailments and engaging
Rysenberg, assistant navigator, and
"There are six or seven men in pub- traits. Until his school days begin
F. H'. Buzzacott. commissary.
lic life, well known, whe wear artie the little boy does sheet as be pleases.
Mr. Wellman will follow June 25 ficial limbs. None
but their Intimate but as soon as his days of study begin
with thebaloon and the remainder friends and families know it,
DENTIST.
however. he is put under very strict discipltne.
Oirl babies are loss welcome arrivals
of the party, consisting of Harwell One young lady in Philadelphia who
•Oitice over Globe Bank and Trust Smith, wireless telegraph expert, who led a number of dances last winter in a family than their little brothers,
will establish a wireless station at has an artificial leg It is easy to especially if there be several of them
Co., 306 Broadway.
Spieobergen. The balloon/is rapidly waltz with one after you learn how to already. Among very poor people In
Urn.. of famine, girls are sometimes
nearing completion and Wellman use them.
end Constructor Goddard will soon
"Oh, yes, artificial leg making Is the sold tnteolatery by their parents, both
invite engineers to inspect the motors thing for me," concluded the leg mak- to reectIV the rest of the family and
and mechanical parts of the machine er. "I started out as a fine earsetr.er, the girls themselves from starvation.
It will be impossible to inflate it here doing up banks and public buildings, The lot of the slave girl is a hare
She haa none of the rights of a
as there is no shed latge enough to and one day I went into a place in New one.
house such a monstrous airship. Maj. York to order an artificial limb for a free woman. But it cnght to be added
Hersey is making daily balloon as- friend in distress. The maker was a that the Chinese look on this custom
cension's aid has had several danger- doctor, strange to say. He sized me with great disfavor. A slave owner
always a thoroughly hated
DR. W. C. EUBA.NKS.
ous. experiences, his baloon once fall- up and I sized him up, and in a short is nearly
individual
in the community.
time
I
(Homeopathist.)
was
under contract to work
ing in the top of a tree from which it
him.
for
They
can't
steal
patents,
our
dislodged
was
difficulty.
with
Webster as a Help Gatherer.
Office 3o6 Broadway—Phone 120
Prof. Jannsen, director of the Melt- either, ror it's as hard to make an ardid not take Webster long to dis- PADUCAH REAi.
It
Residence, 819 Broadway.
WESTERN IL/INTL/OCT 'ARM. aim*
don Observatory, who also is familiar tificial limb without years of learning cover the value of kelp or seaweed as a
SEINTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT.
Phone 149.
with aeronautics, after having exam- as it would b. for some tinhorn makes fertilizer. He carted tons of it upon his
'Inman
to
ICENTUCKY MALI/STATE JOURNALAND-PRES LIST
_
adettion:
•
extrema:atlAsTtl7
FREE TO IVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
"It is a practical project, and yu
immured his land heavily; he even
The Emir's Capital.
menhaden
have.a good chance to succed"
some
portions
on
spread
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IRVING'S BAD MEMORY.

,

WINTER FLOWER HUNTING.

FAIL

ED TO BEAT 'PHONE.
State of Affairs.
He Cum Introduced lin* One of
"Tour police and fire departments
the Most Delightful Please
Han
with
Plugged Coin Was Not seem to hold
Twain at et Banquet in
each other in supreme
ures of the Changing
Foxy Enough to Make
London.
contempt," observed the virtor in
In making a selection for a commencement
Seasons.
gift or a wedding present
It Work.
Plunkville.
let
us
eel your attention to a few new things we
Among the many people entertained
have. You most see our
"Well,
yes; there is a little feeling beautiful line of
It would be well for one who hag
A friend of the proprietor went into of that
ItY Sir Henry Irving during his les
sort,"
acknow
never
ledged the nastudied vegetation in winter Is a cigar store
moodily of the Lyceum was Mark
the other cley and stepped tive Plunkvillhot
. "You see, our poTwain. Irving gave him a banquet is begin his cold-weather rambles in No. to the slot telephone. Taking down lice station
got robbed about a month
the greenroom after a performance one vember. At that 81140011, writes Frani the 'receiver, he told the girl at the ago and
a week later our fire engine our perfect line of
French
, in "A Winter Bouquet," is central station what number he want- house
night, with • distinguished company
burned down."-Chicago Sun.
present, says the Brooklyn Citizen. Century, In sheltered places an °ma. ed. Then, says the Philadelphia Inquirer, while she was ringing up that
When Sir Irving arose to propose the Monet leaf will cling to the
stem, far
Huh?
number he called out to the proprietor
guest's health, the humorist's name es nishing the key
Some new designs in a FERN DISH. See
Miss Pounden-Thump-You're not-a
to Identification, Ii
the assortment we have
or the store:
caped him completely and the result he does not
in Fancy Sterling s:Iver peices--ou r prices
music lover, I'm afraid.
readily recognize his cornsp 'Ural for May-Silver
"Bay, Bert, why isn't Ws a good
was something like this, but the readMr.
panions of the summer. He will find
Foote-bull- Indeed I am. plated work at /
1 2 pr:ce in knives forks, and epoons.
place to work off this plugged dime."
er must imagine the high and nasal
What makes you think I'm not?
Engraving free ci each peice.
the witch hazel, latest flower of the
Call enrle for choice of selection.
"It is," said the proprietor. "Chuc
tones of the actor:
Miss P.-T.-I thought you looked
k
"Gentlemen-I rise to perform a year, flaunting its belated blossoms in it in."
bored while I was playing.
In a moment the girl said: "Ten
very agreeable duty-a most important freakish abandon among its sear and
Mr. F.-J.----I may have looked bored,
yellow
cents
leaves
, while its mimic artil•
and pleasurable honor (mental aside:
plcase."
but I do love music. - Cleveland
Down went the plugged dime into Leader
'What is that name?') We have with lery bombards the surrounding thicket
.
315 Broadway.Guthries Old Stand.
the slot.
us to-night as our guest the most dis- with polished seed., the fruita
ge of
"Too-oo-oot," went the little horn in
tinguished of our compatriots from a pear ago.
Rejoicing.
&Cross the water (I'd give to-night's
----i-see-teeterran theater NM.
He will find the stone wall/ /IVAN the Machine_
"Ten cents. please," said the girl
receipts if I could think who the devil with
And as I heard' the way
clustered whorls of the long,
The actors talked, how glad I was
he is)--a man whom you all know and
again.
fuzzy seed tails of wild clematic. AsI couldn't see the play.
"I just put in a dime," he protected.
love. (Ha! ha!)-a man whose genial
—Puck.
"I know," she answered, 'but yoult
humor, whose delicate satire has ters will held up their puffballs Of
amused and entertained two hemis- downy seeds by the roadside, inviting have to put in another. That one was • A CIIANGE OF PROGRAMME.
pheres ('Drat my memory! -a man the wind to waft them to fresh fields plugged."
"I thought probably it would be a
whose name is • household word and pastures new. The goldenrod will
4
wherever the English language is spok- he shorn of her hoyden of yellow good place to work off the plugged
en
to me!')-a man in a word tresses, and will stand chastened and dime," the proprietor laughed later.
"It was. You worked it off all right."
who is the laughing link which binds penitent in tames and
fringes of gray,
"But how the mischief dia she know
England and America closer than
any exhibiting throughout the winters
It was plugged?" asked the friend.
internatienal treaty can do. I proves
The
quality of beauty which she did not
horn Looted all right."
the health-of--of this man-I preposts
possess before.
"Yes," said the proprietor,
the health-of--this man-I propose
"but
Even after the blizzards of February she's a pretty smart
the health of-of-(in a sadden burst
girl. Snit knows
have
howled
Over the marshes he will -especially when you hold the receive
of menemonic discovery)-of Samuel
r
find them fringed with sedges and In your hand and tell somebody
Mark Twain!"
yob
are
going
to put in a plugged coin."
Which is on a par with Sir Henry's studded with cattails, still proudly
memorable reference to a famous erect The low-lying thickets will he
American comedian as "our little wreathed with the vials and decked
MONKEY AND THE LADY.
friend, Nato Goodwin."
with the bronse-yellow seed pods col
feminine Fashionable Has a
New
the yam. The dark bins fruit of the
Whim Which Makes Her
WAS LOADED FOR WITCHES carrion Sower will Wails with the
Conspicuous.
red berries of the black alder. So os
Soldier et Ancient Date Always
to the warm Marsh day when the
The monkey is being adopted as
Used Silver Ballets be
a
skunk cabbage thaws its pathway up pet by some women in these
days.
Shoot Thera.
through the frosen ground, nature will This fashion is exhibited to the world
Mike-It's always the unexpected
In witchcraft lore silver seems to yield abundant satisfaction to his gray- because it is the thing to do to take wot 'appens. Last
aight I went 'ome
the
monke
y
out driving with you, 11
have been credited with great power ing for the wonderful and twisuatifuL
thinking the mIssus woul I 'It me with
to disperse evil spirits, says the Phil- The pillared aisies-ef the winter for- you own one, says the New York Sun. the poker.
"I take my monkey out driving, just
adelphia Record. In an old book on est will be to him as worthy a temple
Jock-And she didn't?
as I would a pet dog," explained a piothe subject one reads of a "valliant u the green wood.
Mike- No; she 'it me with tha flatIts everchanging neer In this field.
Bouldter who had skill In Necromancy," vistas
iron and an old boot. Wot is a man
will beckon him on to fresh disHer
friend
s did not believe her until
and who always used "silver bullets
to do!
coteries, and will stir his being with the other
day, when one of them came
to shoot away the witches." The eel.
that
vague
sentim
ent
forwar
of
expect
d
to
ation
corrob
orate her.
deuces of such superstition are brought
An Achievement.
"I saw her," said this witness. "1
directly to the modern eye through the and hope which alone renders life
In language, simple truth to tell,
was
on
worth
a
side
living.
street,
standing at the
discovery made by a Pennsylvania
He must have studied long and well—
He can recite and also spell
On the other hand, be who sits curb about to cross the street, when I
farmer.
A complicated college yell.
Mr. Veddermaa is interested in cu- gloomy and sluggish In the Inglenook, found my eyes fixed upon the almost
—Washington Star.
rio", and purchased recently an old gazing through a frosted window upon human eyes of a monkey walking on
musket at a farmhouse sal. From its his burled Garden, feeling that winter the top of the closed doors of a passcommonplace.
tog hansom.
appearance the weapon antedates the is dismal and nature
"What sort of a monument has she
dead, will miss
"Back
of the monkey she sat looking
revolution It was in a deplorable
ehosen for her late husband?"
the keenest. most chaste and refined as pretty as a
picture and evidently
state of rust, and fa cleaning it the
"A university."
pleasure which the changing seasons much pleased with
the attention that
new owner discovered that It was
"A university?"
hold.
her pet was drawing to himself, not to
loaded.
"A university."
mention herself.
He carefully withdrew the charge,
"How lacking In distinction! I looked
"He
was not one bit the barrel-organ to her
and to bits surprise round instead at
VARIETIES OF TRUrFLES.
to hit upon something which
type of monkey, but a dainty monkey
bullets two silver shillings, dated 1781
would be not only costly, but out of the
wearin
g
no
other
coat than his own ordinary."-Puck
tightly sodded with leaves of a Bible The Violet Is Most Highly Esteemed
.
•
natural fur, the color of a fawn with a
of anehett prat Beaesth the cola,
arid the Summer Brest
sheen
of
satin.
was a
lock of hair and a piece
Something Doing.
Common.
"A silver collar set with turquoise
of paper contaiairra an Illegible quo
Mrs. Dearbore-1. hear your buscircled the little creature's neck. A bend has
tion The gunpowder was coarse and
opened a law office.
Of varieties we may mention, fret silver
elain attached the collar to the
undoubtedly of colonial manufacture
Mrs. Wabash-Yes, he has.
the violet trestle, which abetted, in mistress' hand.
She, by the way, carThe whole looks very much like a
"How is he getting aiore?"
charmed charge. ,..1:ulated is demol- Perigord and Provence, says American tied out the silver and pale blue eolov
"Oh, he is doing nicely, thank you
Homes
Garden
and
s.
It Is covered scheme charmingly in her own attire."
ish some weird
"Who is he doing nicely?"- Yon.
ef the broom
with polygonal warts and often marked
stick
kers Statesman.
with rusty spots.. Its weight usually
WORLD'S WETTEST PLACE.
HUNTERS CARRYING DEER. ranges from 60 to 100 grams (two to
Do It Now.
3% ounces), though specimens weigh' Whore the Average Annual Rainfall
Customer-Why don't you tack up
Is Nearly Thirty-Seven
Arrangement by Which the Task le lag 600 grams (more than a pound)
this "Do It Now" motto? It's been
Feet.
Rendered Gom,paratively
are sometimes foand. At meturity,
lying around on the counter for a
month!
Buy.
which it reaches in late autumn or
The wettest place in the world, no.
Grocer-Wa-al, I'm a-goin' tew tack It is healthy
winter, its. flesh is black with a teddish cordin to
g
the Russian Meteorological
My companion was set at tyln.g the
It up sometime-if I ever reit to it!- It is always
or violet sheen. Its agreeable flavor Journal, as abstracted in
ready for use
the Revue Judge.
lags of the deer togetr.er, while 1 cut
Jr is a pleasure
down •birch sapliug svIlle three inches and delicate odor make it the most Scientltique, is Cherrapunji, in the InIt will not get sick or die
dian province of Assam. From 1895
The "Tribune," "Rambler," "Mon.
in diameter and aboe,ten feet in length, highly esteemed of all varieties.
An Exception.
It will save you car fare
The black truffle, soit.11er than the to 1903 the average annual ralulall was
writes Job . Boyd, in Re.weation.
arch."
"Imperial" and "Colonial" Bi"Misfortunes," growled the pease. It will take
you homeito lunch
A birch tree was chosen because it is preceding, and of variable alas, is 11.223 meters (nearly 37 feet).
cycles arc the best that can be pro.
mist,
"alway
s
come
In
pairs
-"
Next came the environs of Bombay.
It will save you a doctor bill
(lured $15 up.
• clean and springy, and being tough found about four inches below tte star
"Oh I don't know," remarked Jackwith 6.83 meters annually. But it
grained a lesser size can be used than face of the ground. Its flesh is
See our stock of Second Hand
gray should be noted that
son Trays, "I've won a number of
at the station of
EXPERT REPAIRING.
would be necessary with some other r r • or bister, marked with
bicycle
s.
light red spots Debundscha,
pretty
good
pots with pairs."-PhilaIn Kamerun, 10.454 merieties, the eitra weight of which c..tiot at maturi
ty. It is not in very great ters (34
delphi
Press.
a
feet) of rain fell annually,
dor much on a long carry.
demand, because of its musky odor.
Cheapest house in town for Tires, Bells,
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He-Suppose I steal a kiss?
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She-Oh, that would be petty larnae' secured by rope close up to the car tubers of this species are rounded, and meters (46 feet) in 1902. In the latter
have a brownish black 'kin and large piece there fell In the one day of June ceny!
Tying pole.
He-And suppose I steal a hundred? 126 and see North Fifth Street. Next to Kentucky Theatre.
Ills an advsnials to pedttte animal in polygonial warta, striped transversely. 16, 1902, 456 millimeters (over one and
She-Oh, that would be grand, of
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ing through densebuskeerery additional come., on ripening,
a clay yellow or
basin.
foot of burden you have to push and light browni
sh Water. The summer
As Arranged.
The neighborhood of warm seas and
guide through the maze of branches the
traffle Is found everywhere in the for- high mounta
First Pickpocket-Here he comes.
harder it will be on the carriers; and if
ins Is the principal cause
the body of the doer is well lashed to the ests of central and southern France, of these extraordinans precipitations now!
Second Pickpocket-All right. You
pole and as close up to it as possible the growing under born beams, birches It may be expected that the extension
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and hazel bushes. Though its rather of meteorological
leas strain there will be when you
observ
ation
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get
Into step in the open or when climbing coarse, onionlike odor lessens Its value show other zones of rainfall more in- watch off 'im!-Cassell's.
over -obsteuctions, getting up or down It is almost the only variety seen in tense than has been hitherto believed
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hills, Or crossing streams on a fallen the markets et England. GerTa
ny and as in Java and Sumatra.
"I'm told that Dr. Yarbdigglea
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BALDWIN PIANO
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W. T. MILLER,Agent.
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, ENTICRTALldir.D BY PUPILS OF MISS NEWELL'S
CLASS.

Tfie Jewelry Stock Of

Alumni— Enter tainment Committee
. Completed Recetpion Arrangements-- Church Social.

with you. $1 to $20
Last evening :he class of Miss Virginia f44.-well gave their musicale in
the musfe rooms of the Empire fiats
on Broadway near Seventh street,
and it was an .ntwitally., en,oyable
affaiAr..„.
There are aLout_twenty-five students in the eass, and during the
evening the iitt tructor awarded the
han4some men' •() Miss Caroline
Hain for belufw: • most apt pupil
during the ter.n just closing. This
aromplished young lady made sixtyWANTED—For U. S. Army; six points in her work, which is very
considerable
sib!e-bodied unmarried men between creditable, and evidences
usical. talent.
ages of 21 and 35;,.c.itizens of the
United States, of go44f Character and
Details Completed.
temperate habits, who-tan speak, read
arrangemen
committee of
The
ts
and write, 94311‘kh. For information
apply to ,..Vectiiiting- offices, New the Paducah Alumni Association, last
evening during their meeting at CarRichrhond. House. l'adscah, ICy.
negie library finished preparations
WANTED TO RENT—Dwelliii,.: for the reception to be given this
with not less than four rooms on year's graduates the evening of June
second floor. Must have modern 8th. at the Eagle building on Broad..ay and Sixth street.
conveniences. WI take long lease
on desirable house. Address, X. Y.
Church Musicale.
Z., this office, locating property and
CONTINUING DAILY AT THE SAM HOURS, UNTIL ALL OF
The Young People's Society of the
naming rent.
THE WATCHES, JEWELRY, DIAMONDS, CUT GLASS, RANDFirst Christian church gives an al
PAINTED CHINA AND BRIC-A-BRAC, ETC., IS ALL SOLD.
WANTED—Book case. Give de- fresco musicale tomorrow evening at
-scription and price. It 2. Care Regis- the residence of Mrs. M. K. Scott,
THIS SALE IS IMPRATIVEI MY FRIENDS WILL ACT WISEon Foutrh and Monroe strets. A
-ter.
LY BY TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THIS EXTRAORDINARY OPhandsome program and naany other
PERTUNITY—gUMEROUS AND HEAVY
FOR RENT—Five room .honse entertaining features have Leen atBOOK
ACCOUNTS
-with all modern conveniences, 219 raaged for the occasion.
FORCES ME TO LIQUIDATE BY AUCTION.
North Fourth street.
Possession
WE WILL STAND BY OUR HIGH QUALITY GUARANTEE AS
Annual Smoker.
given June r.
ALWAYS
ON ALL GOODS SOLD AND CONTINUE MANUFACThe Chess, Checker Inci Whist club
WANTED—Bids on two bored will tomorrow evening give their anTURING AND REPAIRING.
wells about 3 miles in the country. nual smoker in their elegant quarters
SEATS RESERVED FOR
See J. J. Bleich, 123 Legal Row.
ES ALL DAY SATURabove Oehlselaeger's drug store at
DAY.
Sixth and Broadway.
FOR RENT—Residence with 7
rooms, all modern conveniences, 912
Steamboat Taxes.
"Broadway. C. W. ROBERTSON.
Dispjatchics yesetrdny from Wash-gli B'way .
ington, D. Cr,..tALegi.j.be supreme
.C•444
river, and yesterday went to St.
WANTED—I want to buy too feet court of the trnite Slates had deMr. Cade Davis has returned from
• Louis to run in the excursion busi- visiting his parents in Smithland.
cided
s
the Ayer-!.óra . teamboast
-of second-hand iron fence. A. A.
RIVER RIPPLING&
could not he coispelled to pay taxes
ness out of there.
'Nelson, Benton, Ky.
Ambcees Mercer left yesterday
to the state )'V Paducah, be-•
The John S. Hopkins went to for Owensboro to attend the meetcause they were enrolled in this port
Evansville yesterday and comes back ing of the State Gun club.
of entry. Lawyer Frank Lucas, of
again tomorrow.
Boys Leg Broken.
Cairo, 20.1, falling.
Miss Gertrude Taylor of Smithland
Barnett, the 8-year-old-son of Mr. Paclucah. is agnet for the state audiThe Bhttorff will come in today
Chattanooga, 3.6, falling.
from Clarksville and leave immed- has returned borne after visiting her
'Patric% Maloat of 1218 South Third tor, aad filed suit in the county court
Cincinnati, lo.., falling.
cousin, Iliac Julie Lee of South
iately for Nashville.
street, was crossing the street in her to compel the Ayer-Lord people
s:
Evansville, 9.o, falling. ..
The Kentucky conies out of the Third.
isont..of his home yesterday morn- to pay taxes upon the steamboats
Florence, 2.0, standing. Iasi'
Tennessee river late tomorrow night
ing, when run over by the buggy of registered here, he claiming this regJohnsonville, 4.2, falling.
and lays until Saturday afternoon at
Mr. -Vit.4. Campbell, who was driv- istration meant Paducah was the
The
Mt. Carmel, 3.2, falling.
five o'clock before departing on her
ing down the thoroughfare rapidly home port of the boat line.
Nashville, 8.7, falling.
return that way.
and could not stop quick enough to county and circuit court decided for
Pittsburg, 5.8, standing. .
The Peters Lee left Memphis yesavoid the accident. The lads left the boat line, it being shown the
steamboats were taxed at Chicago, Davis Island Dam,
terday
and
ets here tomorrov.,
lee waif broken.
falling.
4-6,
ation.
the home of the
St. Louis, 14.1, falling.
bound for Cincinnati.
The Kentucky
latecourt deThe Georgia Lee left Cincinnati
Mt. Vernon, 8.2, falling.
cided the boatilitallskire to pay, but
yesterday and gets here Saturday
Paducah, 9.4, falling.
Ayer-Lord took it to the supreme
en route down to Memphis.
Burnside—missing.
EGYPTION
PALMIST
AND court, which now finds in their favCarthage—missing.
or. While the. suit' was pending the
Large Class Initiated.
boat company sikkhasitt.tped register- The steamer Clyde 74117 get away
District Organizer A. J Bambery
Tells „the..ilings you desire most nig its steamboats hem, but transfer- for the Tennessee river this afterMIonday evening initiated about thirty
in order to achieve success and hap- red this to Evansirilly. Now it is noon at five o'clock.
, omess. No man or woman can afford probable they will return the registry
This morning at eight o'clock the candidates into the Modern Woodto be without the assistance she can to the local port books. lir boats steamer Dick Fowler gets out for men of America lodge, and after the
4ive. It matters.not what your prob I operated are the Russell Lord, Pay- Cairo and comes back tonight about degree work the members enjoyed a
delightful smoker.
lim may be she can and will aid onio, Castilik, Inverness, Margaret, eleven.
you.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
Jaques T. Duffy and Hoseman.
Love, business .spetulation,.. Ion
from Evansville and gets out again
Mr. Harry John—n has rewire
property, threateudd dangerii; futur.!
immediately on her return that way. from Rutherford, Tenn., *Imre
Ailing People.
prosperity, all these and many' other
The excursion steamer J. S. sr- went and spent several days with br
- -phases of hump),,ey,istence are:to - her De. I. B. Howell is recovering at nved here Monday from
up the Ohio wife ard child.
at an open. book.— Tells names and Nashville from the operation, necesappendicitis
account
sitated
on
.
of
-gives diseriptimor-without asking a
Mr. Gus Coulter continues lingerquestion. One interview will convince• the most skeptical. Pat.'s's ing at Mayfield.
Mrs. M. E. Ham of North Sixth.
located at 3171Nora1 Seventh street.Frcurs roW1b4
m. For one is confined, as result of dislocating
her loft ankle, when she fell on the
week only, $5.co readrks $loe.
By Expert, Graduate Optician
sidewalk last Saturday.
Mrs. Thomas B. Upton is confined
Satisfaction Guarante4111.
Stave ?Pt*
with malarial fever at the home of
'6 photographs 75 Cents.
her mother, Mrs. Miry Bailey of
•
.6 photographs 35 cents.
THE GREAT ANNUAL EVENT
tenadway near Ninth street.
And all sizes.
OF
WEST
KENTUCKY
IN
Give us a trial—good work.
WHICH THE DAY IS SPENT
RAILROAD BREVITIES.
Up-to-date Photo Co.
LISTENING TO THE MELODY
225% Broadway. Cor.. Third
OF
A
THOUSAND
Supt. Egan and Mr. Donovan ReVOICES
SINGING
THE OLD
turned—J. M. Egan Made
PASH
IONED SONGS.
Roadmaster
.
The guiding principal in our prescripSupt. A. H. Egan of the Louisville
_
11511n .
'JEWELER & OPTICIAN
Donovan returned yesterday morning
from Shiloh national park.
sa7 Broadway.
J. M. Egan was yesterday made
roadmaster of the Nashville division,
succeeding T. E. Hill, transferred to
the Lquisiana division. He is the
son of Supt. Egan of the Louisville
division, who hap on the latter, diviWith the doctor's written orders. In sion another son, Mr. Edward Egan,
following this rule we have the ad- dkief engineer.
vantage of a very large and complete
stock to draw from. Furthermore,
Charity Released.
prescriptions brought to us cannot
Eugene Charity, was arrested yesfall into the hands of inexperienced terday by Officer Hessian on the
persons, because
charge of stealing some _brasses frbm
Meno41 City, Ill.. He was released
EVERY CLERK
later, though, oil Chief Collins being
in our store is a registered pharma- unable to get connections with
Moiritt city to tell them to come
cist
for Charity. The warrant for the
bitter has been for many weeks, and
Charity has also been 'n the city.
Yesterday he was on a street car and
••••11.111
INCORPORATED.
yelled at Patrolman Hessian, whet remembereil the old warrant and arFM* sad Maar,
DroCesta.
rested him, but Charity was not kept
Bodo Maw* tys.
in charge very'longi
Incorporated.
•

-.14:PHERSON

304 Broadway,

WANTS

TODAY 2:30

pu

be LIQUIDATED at

AUCTION

TONIGHT 7:30

411

•

SPECTACLES

Medemoiselle Ismar
,tgL.A/RVOYANT.

EYE GLASSES

ly SI ail RIM
od
$2.50
sod
Solid Sold
Adjostod
$5.00

r rt.

Old Southern Harmony Singing

EYES TESTED FREE

At Benton Sunday, May 27

J. L. WIO L F,

Faithful and
Conscientious
Compliance

Reduced Rates on N. C., & St. L. Ry.
YOulwill have to buy more

•

Mrs. Edmund Post aad
Miss
Mattie Fowler yesterday went to
Clarksville, Tenn.. to visit Mu G.
H. Warnekia.

•

xcllroot
St. Louis and Tennessee River Packet company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.

eg 1111 For Ms hood Trip ti
*UsUV Tame rivor 8h reign,
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table
good rooms, etc. Bcats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superinteudent;
Prank L
Brown, agent.
Why will you sailer.
When

Dr. Dwight's
Rheumatic
Remedy.
will cure that awful pain.
SHas cured others, will cure yom
Call on us, or Phone 38 or 237 sad
wt wiR gladly tell wou gbout

BAGOIVS_
DRUG STORRS.
Seventh and Jachaan St. 'Phone rays
Seventh and Clay St 'Phone it

AL this season. Why not buy

TRADEWATER COAL

So you will know where to get the BEST COAL for NEXT WINTER?
Lump13c,Nut12c.
- Both Telep4ones254.
Foot of

I. W. WALKER & CO.;

SOtree
ll

Agra

t Kentucky Coal Co.

WeS

•

a 4

4

